NAME: Himes, Charles Francis (1838-1918)

MC 2000.1

MATERIAL: Family Papers (1797-1934)

VOLUME: 18 linear feet (Document Boxes 1-33, 569 Photograph Folders, 7 Oversized Folders, 1 Artifact Box)

DONATION: Gift of Mary Himes Vale and Sarah Vale Rush, 1947

USAGE: These materials have been donated without restrictions on usage.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Charles Francis Himes was born in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania on June 2, 1838 to William D. Himes and Magdalen Lanius. As a boy, Charles Francis attended the New Oxford Collegiate and Medical Institute in Adams County, PA, which was headed by Dr. M. D. G. Pfeiffer. He entered Dickinson College in the Spring of 1853 as a sophomore and became a founding member of the school’s Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity. After graduating in 1855, Himes taught mathematics and natural sciences at the Wyoming Conference Academy in Wayne County, PA. A year later he moved to the Midwest to teach at public schools in Missouri and Illinois, and shortly thereafter returned to the east to accept a position at the Baltimore Female College. In 1860, at the age of 22, he was appointed Professor of Mathematics at Troy University in Troy, New York, teaching there for three years. Himes enrolled at the University of Giessen in the Hanover region of Germany in 1863, earning his Ph.D. after two years of study. Upon his return to the United States, he was named Professor of Natural Science at Dickinson College, a position which he would hold for three decades.

During his long tenure at Dickinson, Himes was instrumental in expanding the science curriculum and in arranging the construction of a new building dedicated to the science departments, the Jacob Tome Scientific Building, completed in 1885. He also helped establish a Scientific Society for the students in 1867. He served as Secretary and Treasurer for the Board of Trustees from 1868 until his retirement in 1896, and also served as Acting College President during the academic year 1888-89. In addition, Himes authored the first narrative history of the institution, A Sketch of Dickinson College, in 1879.

Besides his professional duties for the college, Himes was active in various personal pursuits as well. Among these many activities, he was a prominent member of the Hamilton Library Association in Carlisle, PA, and the Cumberland County Historical Society, even serving
as president for a time. He was an honorary member of the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, lecturing there on a regular basis, and was also a member of the American Philosophical Society and a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Beginning in 1901, he also served as president of the Pennsylvania German Society, an organization with which he had been actively involved since 1897. He was also an avid traveler, making numerous extended trips to Europe throughout his life.

Beginning in 1858, he developed a life-long interest in photography, studying and teaching the techniques of this newly evolving form of popular art and science. He published a work titled Leaf Prints: or Glimpses at Photography in 1868, an early exposition of some of his work, and in 1884 he began teaching photography during summer programs at Mountain Lake Park, Maryland. He shared his work and knowledge with other amateur photographers through various associations, becoming a member of the Pennsylvania Photographic Society in 1860, the Amateur Photographic Exchange Club in 1861, and, later in life, pursuing photographic efforts through the Hamilton Library Association.

Himes took an active interest in the study and writing of history as well, particularly focusing on subjects that related to Dickinson College and the Cumberland Valley. Through his writings on such figures as Colonel Robert Magaw and Judge Thomas Cooper (The Life and Times of Judge Thomas Cooper, 1918) and his lectures on a number of topics before the Cumberland County Historical Society, and even through his photographic work, Himes demonstrated his strong commitment to practicing, preserving, and promoting history.

Charles Francis Himes married Mary Elizabeth Murray, daughter of Reverend Joseph Alexander Murray and Ann Hays Blair, on January 2, 1868. Charles and Mary had two daughters, Mary Murray, born in December 1868, and Anna Magdalen, born in March 1880. Mary Murray married Thomas Eyster Vale in September 1905, and had two daughters, Mary Himes and Sarah Elizabeth. Anna Magdalen married Reverend George Valentine Metzel in March 1904 and had two sons, Charles Francis and George Valentine. At the age of fifty-six, Mary Elizabeth Murray died in Owaneco, Illinois on December 3, 1904 while visiting relatives. Charles Francis Himes died at eighty years of age at Johns Hopkins University Hospital in Baltimore on December 6, 1918.

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

The Charles Francis Himes Family Collection is housed in 34 document boxes, 6 oversized folders, and 569 photograph folders, and the materials are divided into 15 individual series which are titled and ordered as follows: Correspondence (Bound), Correspondence (Loose), Ephemera, Journals, Legal and Financial Papers, Miscellaneous, Newspaper Clippings, Pamphlets (Bound), Pamphlets (Loose), Photograph Albums, Research Notes and Writings, Speeches and Lectures, Artifacts, Oversized, and Photographs. Each series has been separately described and inventoried.

This collection primarily provides evidence of the personal and professional life of C. F. Himes, student, photographer, scientist, teacher, administrator, amateur historian and father. Also found in this collection is evidence of the lives of family members including, most notably, C. F. Himes' wife Mary and her father Joseph A. Murray. Information on Dickinson College is featured prominently throughout this collection through the close association of C. F. Himes with the institution during most of his life.
Beyond family and institutional history, this collection offers information on a number of social, political, economic, and historic topics. Some of these broader topics include post-secondary education in the latter half of the nineteenth century, south central Pennsylvania society, the history of photography, and nineteenth century travel.

**COLLECTION INVENTORY**

**SERIES 1 - CORRESPONDENCE (BOUND)**

Series 1, Correspondence (Bound), consists of 22 bound notebooks of press copies of letters written by Charles Francis Himes. Due to the fragile nature of the paper used to prepare the press copies, the bleeding of the ink, and simple aging, these copies of letters are often quite difficult to read and handle. Correspondence (Bound) is subdivided into two categories; personal correspondence of C. F. Himes, and correspondence by C. F. Himes acting as Secretary and Treasurer of the Board of Trustees of Dickinson College. The notebooks within these categories are then arranged chronologically.

The personal correspondence category includes 17 notebooks dating from 1871 to 1917. Subjects covered in these letters include family business as well as materials regarding C. F. Himes' personal and professional interests as a historian, photographer, scientist and professor. Orders for photographic equipment, questions about investments, requests for research assistance, and other such routine activities are to be found in these notebooks; relatively little correspondence of a truly personal nature is to be found here. Among these notebooks, some overlap of dates occurs between 1896 and 1910 as the personal correspondence from that period were further subdivided, presumably by C. F. Himes himself, into family business and personal business.

The correspondence by C. F. Himes acting as Secretary and Treasurer of the Board of Trustees at Dickinson College is comprised of 5 bound notebooks dating from 1869 to 1893. Most of the material within these notebooks concerns the academic and financial interests of Dickinson College. Correspondence involving scholarships, college publicity, financial support, college planning, and general information sharing are all to be found among these notebooks.

It is important to note that within all of these bound notebooks there is some overlap of C. F. Himes' personal correspondence and his correspondence as Secretary and Treasurer of the Board of Trustees at Dickinson College. It is also important to note that many of these notebooks are partially indexed at the front of each bound volume.

**SERIES INVENTORY**

**BOX 01 - MC 2000.1**

**PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE**

Folder 01) 1871 - 1873
Folder 02) 1873 - 1874
Folder 03) 1874 - 1878
Folder 04) 1881 - 1883
BOX 02 - MC 2000.1

PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
 Folder 01) 1883 - 1885
 Folder 02) 1887 - 1889
 Folder 03) 1893 - 1896

BOX 03 - MC 2000.1

PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
 Folder 01) 1896 - 1900
 Folder 02) Business. 1896 - 1901
 Folder 03) Family Business. 1896 - 1898

BOX 04 - MC 2000.1

PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
 Folder 01) 1898 - 1900
 Folder 02) 1900 - 1904
 Folder 03) Business. 1902 - 1910

BOX 05 - MC 2000.1

PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
 Folder 01) 1904 - 1907
 Folder 02) 1911 - 1913
 Folder 03) 1914 - 1916

BOX 06 - MC 2000.1

PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
 Folder 01) 1916 - 1917

CORRESPONDENCE AS SECRETARY OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES
 Folder 02) Dec. 4, 1869 - May 27, 1879
 Folder 03) May 5, 1885 - May 26, 1887

BOX 07 - MC 2000.1

CORRESPONDENCE AS SECRETARY OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES (cont.)
 Folder 01) July 5, 1888 - June 17, 1889
 Folder 02) June 17, 1889 - Oct. 29, 1891
 Folder 03) Nov. 11, 1891 - Oct. 1, 1893
SERIES 2 - CORRESPONDENCE (LOOSE)

Series 2, Correspondence (Loose), consists of more than 600 personal letters. The correspondence in this series are arranged alphabetically by author (for women, by maiden name), and thereafter alphabetically by recipient, and then chronologically. Letters of unknown correspondents are filed at the end of the series.

The bulk of the letters in this series revolve around the personal relationships of the Himes and Murray families. The letters range in date from the early 1800s to the mid 1900s and cover various topics, including family affairs, daily activities, responses to personal inquiries, professional correspondence regarding education and photography, and research information not otherwise contained in the Research Notes and Writings series. By far, the majority of the letters in the series are written to, or written by, Charles Francis Himes. Of particular note are the letters to and from C. F. Himes during his student days at Dickinson College, letters from the Himes family while traveling abroad to the Murray's, and letters exchanged between C. F. Himes and his sister Helen.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 08 - MC 2000.1

CORRESPONDENCE

Folder 01) 
Agnew, Daniel
Letter to C F Himes - July 27, 1880
Albrecht, Emil P.
Letters to C F Himes - 1916
Alexander, Stephen
Letter to C F Himes - May. 17, 1870
Allen, William Henry
Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 5, 1866
Letter to C F Himes - Feb. 3, 1879
Alsop, M.L. Spring
Letter to Mary E. Murray - Jan. 17, 1862

Folder 02) 
Atkinson, Elizabeth Allen
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 15, 1897
Atwater, Jeremiah
Letters to Joseph A. Murray - 1874-1875
Avery, Eliza Bethany
Letter to C F Himes - May 1, 1859
Baer, Robert Newton
Letter to C F Himes - May 20, 1859
Baird, Spencer Fullerton
Letters to C F Himes - 1867-1872
Bailey, Ellen M.
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Apr. 11, 1864

Folder 03) 
Balch, Thomas Willing
Letter to C F Himes - July 21, 1915
Barker, Abel
Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 30, 1856
CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 03) Barker, George Frederick
Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 30, 1871
Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 15, 1887

Barnitz, Elizabeth (Eby)
Letters to C F Himes - 1853-1854

Barnitz, Lewis
Letter to C F Himes - Apr. 21, 1859

Barnitz, William Tell
Letters to C F Himes - 1855

Folder 04) Baugher, Henry Lewis
Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 1, 1861

Bedford, Alonzo
Letter to C F Himes - June 27, 1917

Beetem, M.
Letter to Mary E. Murray - July 12, 1890

Beetem, William M.
Letter to William D. Himes - Nov. 11, 1858
Letter to William D. Himes - May 16, 1863

Benjamin, Marcus
Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 2, 1887

Biddle, Edward William
Letter to C F Himes - May 3, 1918

Bixler, Mary E.
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Oct. 26, 1885
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Apr. 29, 1861

Blair, Andrew
Letter to James Hamilton - Feb. 21, 1856
Letter to James Hamilton - Oct. 21, 1860

Blair, H.O.
Letter to James Hamilton - Feb. 28, 1835

Folder 05) Blair, Thomas
Letter to James Hamilton - Sep. 12, 1831

Boardman, W. E.
Letter to C F Himes - Apr. 1864

Bolton, Carrington
Letter to C F Himes - Apr. 4, 1876

Bonney, T.G.
Letter to C F Himes - Feb. 5, 1884

Borchardt, Edward
Letter to C F Himes - July 12, 1876

Borda, Eugene
Letter to C F Himes - Feb. 11, 1862

Boyd, Stephen Gill
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Nov. 5, 1885
CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 05) Bozorth, Jessica Longsdorff
Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 31, 1894
Britton, George M.
Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 04, 1881
Broomall, John Martin
Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 06, 1873
Brown, Helen
Letter to C F Himes - May 30, 1854

Folder 06) Brown, Joseph S.T.
Letter to C F Himes - Apr. 24, 1861
Browning, Charles H.
Letter to Mary E. Murray - Aug. 2, 1898
Buehler, Anna Fahnestock
Letters to C F Himes - 1854-1859

Folder 07) Buehler, Anna Fahnestock
Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 10, 1893
Letter to Mary E. Murray - Feb. 12
Burger, Magdalen Lanius Keith
Letter to C F Himes - June 30, 1906
Burns, Daniel Stan
Letter to C F Himes - Feb. 18, 1859
Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 1, 1859
Byrn, Edward Wright
Letter to C F Himes - June 15, 1908
Cadwallader, J. Augustus
Letter to C F Himes - May 18, 1915
Calder, J. W.
Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 11, 1868
Campbell, William H.
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Mar. 31, 1874
Chenoweth, George Durbin
Letters to C F Himes - 1911
Clark, Martha Baden
Letters to C F Himes - 1911-1917
Clark, Walton
Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 2, 1909

Folder 08) Corman, Kate
Letter to Mary Murray Himes - Sep. 11, 1904
Letter to Mary Murray Himes - 1905
Creigh, Alfred
Letter to James Hamilton - Mar. 30, 1837
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Feb. 6, 1855
Crook, Francis A.
Letter to C F Himes - July 11, 1867
Box 8 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

Correspondence (cont.)

Folder 08) Culp, John F.
Letter to Dr. E. R. Plank - June 6, 1917
Cutt, Katherine
Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 1, 1917
Letter to Mary E. Murray - Aug. 12, 1884
Letter to Mary E. Murray - Sep. 2, 1890
Dale, Mr.
Letter to C F Himes - May 1, 1872

Folder 09) Dalrynple, E. S.
Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 5, 1875
Denny, Elizabeth F. O'Hara
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Mar. 20, 1864
Denny, Harmar
Letter to Priscilla Boyd - undated
Denny, John F.
Letter to James Hamilton - May 7, 1824
Letter to James Hamilton - Sep. 11, 1827
Denny, Matilda Wilkins
Letter to C F Himes - May 7, 1890
De Schweinitz, Edmund Alexander
Letter to William D. Himes - Sep. 4, 1864
Dickinson College, Wilmington District Alumni Association
Letter to Dickinson College, Board of Trustees - Mar. 20, 1896
Diehl, Israel Smyser
Letter to John M. Cook - June 25, 1872
Downing, Richard I.
Letters to C F Himes - 1858-1859

Folder 10) Downing, Sarah M.
Letters to C F Himes - 1860-1862
Dryden, Abraham Lincoln
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 25, 1905
Ebert, Charles A.
Letters to C F Himes - 1852-1854
Letter to C F Himes - undated

Folder 11) Eby, W.
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - July 19, 1874
Ege, Thompson Prettyman
Letters to C F Himes - 1857-1859
Egle, William H.
Letter to C F Himes - June 1879
Emerson, Alfred
Letters to C F Himes - 1915-1916
Emerson, Edwin
Letters to C F Himes - 1861-1862
BOX 8 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 12) Emerson, Edwin
Letters to C F Himes - 1863-1890
Emerson, Edwin Jr.
Letter to C F Himes - Feb. 24, 1898

Folder 13) Emerson, Harrington
Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 18, 1896
Letters to C F Himes - 1912-1918
Emerson, Margaret G.
Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 28, 1908
Engle, William Henry, M.D.
Letters to Joseph A. Murray - 1884-1885
Evans, William Wilson, Rev.
Letter to C F Himes - June 22, 1883
Filler, Mervin Grant
Letter to C F Himes - May 29, 1918

Folder 14) Finley, Lillie Weiser
Letter to Mary E. Murray - undated
Fisher, William Righter
Letters to C F Himes - 1886-1896
Forman, Samuel Eagle
Letter to C F Himes - May 26, 1917
Fraprie, Frank Roy
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 30, 1908
Frazer, Persifor, Jr.
Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 12, 1892
Funk, John M.
Letter to C F Himes - May 24, 1857
Garner, John Leslie
Letters to Mary Himes Vale - 1932-1934
Gibbs, O. Wolcott
Letter to C F Himes - June 16, 1868
Gillian, W. Rush
Letter to C F Himes - July 23, 1913
Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 30, 1918

Folder 15) Godshall, Charles F.
Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 10, 1911
Goodrich, Jennie Sponsler
Letter to Mary E. Murray - Mar. 16, 1898
Goucher, John F.
Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 29, 1880
Letter to C F Himes - undated
Goucher, Mary C.
Letters to Mary E. Murray - 1880-1885
Grabill, John Henry
Letter to C F Himes - June 3, 1904
BOX 8 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
Folder 15) Gratz, Simon
   Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 5, 1910
Gravett, Nettie K.
   Letter to C F Himes - May 2, 1918
Graydon, Alexander
   Letters to Joseph A. Murray - 1873-1874
Green, E. L.
   Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 17, 1908
   Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 23, 1916
Greenwood, Henry Charles
   Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 18, 1864
Griffith, Edwin Lycurgus
   Letter to C F Himes - July 1, 1858

BOX 09 - MC 2000.1

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
Folder 01) Hall, Edward Hagaman
   Letter to C F Himes - July 29, 1904
Hanna, Elizabeth Hemming
   Letter to C F Himes - Feb. 12, 1909
Harman, Hannah
   Letters to C F Himes - 1890-1906
   Letter to Mary Murray Himes - Oct. 2, 1913
   Letter to Mary E. Murray - Aug. 5, 1884
   Letter to Mary E. Murray - Aug. 27, 1890
Harman, Henry Martyn
   Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 1874
   Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 6, 1883
   Letters to C F Himes - 1890
Folder 02) Harris Forbes & Company
   Letter to C F Himes - May 18, 1915
   Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 13, 1918
Harrison, Charles Curtis
   Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 13, 1900
Hays, John
   Letters to C F Himes - 1857-1860
   Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 5, 1894
Hays, Jane van Ness Smead
   Letter to Mary Himes - Jan. 29, 1884
Headden, William Parker
   Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 23, 1873
   Letters to C F Himes - 1916-1917
Heilman, S. P.
   Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 25, 1916
BOX 9 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 03) Hemp Land School
  Letters to C F Himes - 1857
  Hench, Mary M.
  Letter to Mary E. Murray - July 8, 1890
  Hendrix, Adam
  Letter to C F Himes - 1857
  Hendrix, Fremont M.
  Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 25, 1860
  (ribbon included with the letter is Item #66 found in AC 2000.1)
  Hendrix, Joseph W.
  Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 3, 1858
  Hendrix, Helen Himes
  Letter to Mary E. Murray - Feb. 26, 1884
  Henry, Ethelbert
  Letter to C F Himes - June 23, 1910
  Henry, W. Whelbut
  Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 1919
  Herneck, S.
  Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 13, 1892
  Hersh, Allen
  Letters to C F Himes - 1854-1858
  Hertzler, Harry
  Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 4, 1912
  Hicks, Thomas Mason Bacon
  Letters to C F Himes - 1909-1909

Folder 04) Himes, Alexander Saul
  Letter to Malcolm Gilbert - Oct. 22, 1934
  Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 30, 1854
  Himes, Anna Magdalen
  miscellaneous postcards, letters, and items to cousins
  Letter to Mary Murray Himes - Aug. 27, 1894
  Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1897-1897
  Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1901-1901
  Letters to Mary Murray Himes - Feb. 1914
  Letter to Mary Murray Himes - Mar. 25
  Letter to Mary Murray Himes - Sep. 12

Folder 05) Himes, Charles Francis
  Letter to General Ainsworth - Feb. 26, 1903
  Letter to Amateur Photographic Exchange Club - 1862-1863
  Letter to Amateur Photographic Exchange Club - undated
  Letter to Heinrich Buff - Dec. 8, 1867
  Letter to George Durbin Chenoweth - July 22, 1911
  Letter to Dickinson College, Alumni - Aug. 14, 1888
BOX 9 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
Folder 05) Himes, Charles Francis
Letter to Dickinson College, Student - 1888
Letter to Dickinson College, Board of Trustees - June 20, 1872
Letter to Dickinson College, Board of Trustees - June 06, 1892
Letter to Dickinson College, Board of Trustees - June 04, 1894
Letter to Dickinson College, Board of Trustees - Mar. 14, 1896
Letter to Dickinson College, Board of Trustees - June 08, 1896

Folder 06) Himes, Charles Francis
Letter to John Price Durbin - Dec. 15, 1870
Letter to Thompson Prettyman Ege - Mar. 21, 1859
Letter to W. W. Evans - undated
Letter to Henry Martyn Harman - July 12, 1890
Letter to Harpers Weekly, Editors of - July 22, 1859
Letter to Alexander Saul Himes - Mar. 12, 1857
Letter to Anna Magdalen Himes - July 22, 1889
Letter to Helen A. Himes - 1856-1857

Folder 07) Himes, Charles Francis
Letters to Helen A. Himes - 1857-1857

Folder 08) Himes, Charles Francis
Letters to Helen A. Himes - 1864-1893
Letter to James Lanius Himes - June 5, 1852
Letter to Mary Elizabeth Himes - Feb. 10, 1857
Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1875-1880

Folder 09) Himes, Charles Francis
Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1881-1910
Telegraph to Mary Murray Himes - Aug. 29, 1910

BOX 10 - MC 2000.1

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
Folder 01) Himes, Charles Francis
Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1911-1912

Folder 02) Himes, Charles Francis
Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1914-1915
Letters to William D. Himes - 1856-1884

Folder 03) Himes, Charles Francis
Letters to William D. Himes and Sarah Himes - 1853

Folder 04) Himes, Charles Francis
Letter to L. R. Humerick - June 30, 1880
Letter to H. M. Johnson - Sep. 8, 1865
Letter to Henry Lanius Jr. - July 5, 1861
Letters to Magdalen Lanius - 1856 - 1878
Letter to Paul E. Liesengang, M. D. - Aug. 26, 1889
Letter to Charles Joseph Little - Nov. 29, 1904
| Folder 05 | Himes, Charles Francis | Letters to Joseph A. Murray - 1869-1872 |
| Folder 06 | Himes, Charles Francis | Letters to Joseph A. Murray - 1872 |
| | | Telegram to Joseph A. Murray - Sep. 27, 1872 |
| | | Letters to Joseph A. Murray - 1883 |
| Folder 07 | Himes, Charles Francis | Letters to Mary E. Murray - 1872-1884 |
| | | Letter to Mary E. Murray - undated |
| Folder 08 | Himes, Charles Francis | Letters to Mary E. Murray - 1885-1886 |
| Folder 09 | Himes, Charles Francis | Letters to Mary E. Murray - 1891-1904 |
| Folder 10 | Himes, Charles Francis | Letter to Mary Himes Vale - Jan. 6, 1916 |
| | | Letter to W. W. Reed - Apr. 6, 1857 |
| | | Letter to W. W. Reed - Apr. 21, 1857 |
| | | Letter to Ogden Nicholas Rood - Oct. 2, 1863 |
| | | Letter to Coleman Sellers - Jan. 25, 1862 |
| | | Letter to William Shumpp - July 7, 1916 |
| | | Letter to Secretary of the Smithsonian Institute - Mar. 15, 1917 |
| | | Letter to John Southgate Tucker - Jan. 20, 1859 |
| Folder 11 | Himes, Charles Francis | Letter to H. W. Vogel - Aug. 20, 1889 |
| | | Letter to William H. Wahl - Oct. 28, 1899 |
| | | Letter to Heinrich Will - Dec. 25, 1867 |
| | | Letter to Joseph Miller Wilson - July 8, 1884 |
| | | Letter to Col. John A. Wright - May 27, 1868 |
| | | Letter to A Dear Sir (circular) - Nov. 1, 1880 |
| Himes, George H. | Letters to C F Himes - 1854-1855 |
| | Letter to C F Himes - Feb. 10, 1898 |
| Himes, Harper A. | Letter to C F Himes - Apr. 9, 1885 |
| Folder 12 | Himes, Helen A. | Letters to C F Himes - 1852-1854 |

| Folder 01 | Himes, Helen A. | Letters to C F Himes - 1855-1856 |
| Folder 02 | Himes, Helen A. | Letters to C F Himes - 1857-1858 |
CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 03) Himes, Helen A.
Letters to C F Himes - 1859

Folder 04) Himes, Helen A.
Letters to C F Himes - 1860

Folder 05) Himes, Helen A.
Letters to C F Himes - 1861-1861

Folder 06) Himes, Helen A.
Letters to C F Himes - 1862-1862

Folder 07) Himes, Helen A.
Letters to C F Himes - 1863-1867
Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 28, 1883
Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 19, 1886
Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 28, 1892
Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 21, 1907
Letter to C F Himes - June 16, 1907
Letter to C F Himes - May 2

Folder 08) Himes, Helen A.
Letters to Mary E. Murray - Feb. 1883 - Sep. 1905
Letter to Joseph A. Murray and Ann Blair - Sep. 18, 1872

Folder 09) Himes, James Lanius
Letters to C F Himes - 1855-1862

Folder 10) Himes, J. Newton
Letters to C F Himes - 1861-1865

Himes, J. T.
Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 3, 1892

Himes, Mary Elizabeth
Letters to C F Himes - 1853-1861
Letters to C F Himes - 1861-1863
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 28
Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 21
Letter to C F Himes - Thursday morning

Folder 11) Himes, Mary Elizabeth
Letter to Mary Murray Himes - Feb. 26, 1869
Letter to Mary Murray Himes - Dec. 29, 1876
Letter to Mary Murray Himes - May 25

Himes, Mary Murray
Letter to Dr. John F. Culp - June 4, 1917
Letter to Magdalen Lanius - Oct. 22
Letter to Magdalen Lanius - Sep. 21, 1877
Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 16, 1886
Letters to C F Himes - 1906
Letters to C F Himes - July 1907
BOX 11 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
Folder 12) Himes, Mary Murray
Letters to C F Himes - 1907
Letter to C F Himes - June 1, 1908
Letters to C F Himes - 1909
Folder 13) Himes, Mary Murray
Letters to C F Himes - Dec. 1909
Letter to Mr. Hook - 1918
Letter to Joseph A Murray - July 27, 1875
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Aug. 2, 1884
Letters to Mary E. Murray - 1883-1884
Folder 14) Himes, Mary Murray
Letters to Mary Elizabeth Murray - 1885-1889
Folder 15) Himes, Mary Murray
Letters to Mary Elizabeth Murray - 1891-1898

BOX 12 - MC 2000.1

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
Folder 01) Himes, Rees C.
Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 20, 1862
Telegram to C F Himes - Jan. 30, 1862
Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 4, 1903
Himes, William Alexander
Letter to William D. Himes - Sep. 8, 1869
Himes, William D.
Letter to Daughter - June 24, 1867
Letters to C F Himes - 1853-1854
Folder 02) Himes, William D.
Letters to C F Himes - 1856-1862
Folder 03) Himes, William D.
Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 5, 1883
Letter to Helen A. Himes - Feb. 15, 1858
Hoboken Public Library
Letter to C F Himes - July 22, 1918
Holmes, Oliver Wendell
Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 31, 1867
How, Henry K.
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - 1874-1874
Howe, Church
Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 1, 1911
Folder 04) Hurst, John Fletcher
Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 20, 1872
Letter to C F Himes - July 1, 1880
Hurst, John LaMonte
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 30, 1903
Ingham, Elizabeth Howell
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 1915
BOX 12 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 04) Inglis, John A.
          Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 10, 1877
Ives, Fred E.
          Letter to C F Himes - 1885-1885

Folder 05) James W. Queen & Company
          Letters to C F Himes - 1886-1887

Folder 06) Jast, L. S.
          Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 19, 1913
Johnson, Herman Merrils
          Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 22, 1865
Jordan, John W.
          Letters to C F Himes - 1917-1918
          Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Aug. 15, 1873
"Aunt Kate"
          Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 30, 1918
          Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1878-1905
          Letter to Mary Murray Himes - undated
Keen, Gregory B.
          Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 19, 1898
Keith, John
          Letter to C F Himes - July 4, 1898
Keith, Magdalena
          Letter to Anna Himes - Feb. 8, 1888
Kelsey, Susie Emma Slicer
          Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 23, 1861
Kennedy, Josiah Forrest
          Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 27, 1865
Kenney, W.
          Letter to C F Himes - June 14, 1872
King, Horatio C.
          Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 19, 1916
Koether, Mrs. J. L.
          Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 26, 1905

Folder 07) Koulse, Burton Alva
          Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 22, 1916
Kriebel, H. W.
          Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 17, 1914
Kremer, A. R.
          Letter to C F Himes - June 4, 1906
L., C. [German Correspondent]
          Letters to C F Himes - 1864 - 1865
Lacock, J. K.
          Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 27, 1906
CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 08)
Lancaster, Robert D.
Letter to C F Himes - July 20, 1857
Lanius, Magdalen
Letters to C F Himes - 1853-1861

Folder 09)
Lanier, Catherine McClure
Letters to Joseph A. Murray - 1864-1865
Learned, Marion Dexter
Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 28, 1907

Folder 10)
Leeds, Charles H.
Letters to C F Himes - Mar. 1916
Lesley, J. P.
Letter to C F Himes – Oct. 16, 1874
Leverett, William C.
Letter to Mary E. Murray - Dec. 2, 1889
Levy, Louis Edward
Letter to C F Himes - May 2, 1916
Lewis, Charlton Thomas
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 9, 1862
Library of Congress of the United States of America
Letter to C F Himes - June 20, 1911
Lieseganz, Dr.
Letter to C F Himes - May 7, 1865
Letter to C F Himes - June 9, 1872
Letter to C F Himes - Feb. 15, 1874
Lindsay, William Birckhead
Letter to C F Himes - June 22, 1895
Lindsay, William Birckhead and Mrs. Lindsay
Letter to Mary E. Murray - Jan. 25, 1887
Lipps, O. H.
Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 11, 1916

Folder 11)
Little, Charles Joseph
Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 25, 1886
Letter to C F Himes - July 3, 1908
Letter to C F Himes - July 7, 1908
Loudon, Alfred
Letter to C F Himes - March 1, 1906
McCaleb, Ella
Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 14, 1900
McComas, Louis Emory
Letter to C F Himes - June 1, 1904
McIlhenny, J. K.
Letters to C F Himes - 1857-1858
Marshall, Lucy Wellington Settle
Letter to C F Himes and Mary E. Murray - Nov. 10, 1887
BOX 12 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 12) Martin, Wilhelm
Letters to C F Himes - 1864-1865
Telegram to C F Himes - May 1865

Mayer, Alfred M.
Letter to C F Himes - June 13, 1866
Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 3, 1868

Folder 13) Meagher, J. G.
Letters to C F Himes - Dec. 1857 - May 1862

Folder 14) Meloy, Alice Kronenberg
Letter to Mary Murray Himes - Mar. 11, 1909
Mercer, Alfred Clifford
Letter to C F Himes - June 23, 1914
Meriwether, Colyen
Letters to C F Himes - Jan 1908
Miller, Mrs. William E.
Letter to Mary E. Murray - May 3, 1887

Mibourne, Sewell Thomas
Letters to C F Himes - 1855-1856
Letter to C F Himes - June 10, 1859

Morgan, James Henry
Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 14, 1917

Folder 15) Morton, Henry
Letters to C F Himes - 1866-1868
Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 18, 1872

Morris, George
Letter to Andrew Blair - June 6, 1855

Murray, George
Letters to James Hamilton - 1812-1813

Murray, Joseph A.
Letter to Mr. Blair - Feb. 8, 1855
Letter to Mr. Blair - Jan. 2, 1857
Letter to Ann Hays Blair - Dec. 11, 1858
Letters to Ellen Blair - 1838-1839
Letter to Ellen Blair - Dec. 1, 1896

Folder 16) Murray, Joseph A.
Draft of a letter to William A. Courternary - Aug. 9, 1884
Letter to W. C. Denny - Feb. 17, 1837
Letter to Mrs. Denny - Apr. 6, 1867
Letters to Himes family - 1872
Letters to Himes family - 1883

Folder 17) Murray, Joseph A.
Letters to C F Himes and Mary E. Murray - Sep. 1870
Letters to C F Himes and Mary E. Murray - 1871
Letters to C F Himes and Mary E. Murray - 1871-1872
Letter to C F Himes and Mary E. Murray - Dec. 30, 1872
BOX 12 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 18) Murray, Joseph A.
Letter to C F Himes and Mary E. Murray - Mar. 18, 1874
Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1881-1905
Letter to George Murray and Mary Denny - Jan. 23, 1840
Letter to George Murray and Mary Denny - 1840
Letter to George Murray and Mary Denny - 1840
Draft of a letter to Mary E. Murray - 1880

BOX 13 - MC 2000.1

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 01) Murray, Joseph A.
Letters to Mary E. Murray - 1882-1889

Folder 02) Murray, Joseph A.
Letters to Mary E. Murray - 1890-1895
Letter to Jonathan Neely - 1885
Murray, Margaret Fleming
Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 13, 1907

Folder 03) Murray, Mary E.
Letter to Mrs. Bowman - June 2, 1904
Letters to Anna Himes - 1889
Letters to C F Himes - 1866

Folder 04) Murray, Mary E.
Letters to C F Himes - 1867-1868

Folder 05) Murray, Mary E.
Letters to C F Himes - 1869-1880

Folder 06) Murray, Mary E.
Letters to C F Himes - 1881-1889

Folder 07) Murray, Mary E.
Letters to C F Himes - 1890-1894

Folder 08) Murray, Mary E.
Letters to C F Himes - 1895-1896
Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1879-1887

Folder 09) Murray, Mary E.
Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1897

Folder 10) Murray, Mary E.
Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1898-1899
Letters to William D. Himes - 1878-1879
Letter to William D. Himes - Oct. 30, 1884
Letter to William A. Himes - Sep. 16, 1871
Letters to Magdalen Lanius - 1873-1875
CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 11) Murray, Mary E.
   Letter to Amy Keith - Apr. 29, 1893
   Letter to Amy Keith - Jan. 14, 1895
   Letters to Helen Anna Keith - 1893
   Letters to Joseph A. Murray - 1872

Folder 12) Murray, Mary E.
   Letters to Joseph A. Murray - 1872-1883
Murray, William B.
   Letter to Brock, B. A. - Nov. 12, 1880

Folder 13) Myers, Allen Cook
   Letters to C F Himes - 1907
Myers, H. S.
   Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 18, 1864
Neale, Walter
   Letter to C F Himes - July 14, 1916
   Letter to C F Himes - June 7, 1918
Neely, Thomas Benjamin
   Letter to C F Himes - May 18, 1875
"Cousin Nellie"
   Letter to C F Himes - 1858-1905
Nichol, Annie
   Letters to C F Himes - 1856-1858

Folder 14) Nields, John P.
   Letters to C F Himes - Jan. 1915
Owen, R. H.
   Letter to C F Himes - undated
Parkhurst, E. C.
   Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 17, 1852
Perry, Nelson W.
   Letter to C F Himes - Feb. 6, 1896
Pheiffer, A. N.
   Letter to C F Himes - July 23, 1865
Phillips, Francis
   Letter to C F Himes - Apr. 8, 1918
Pizer, Barbara
   Letter to Sarah E. Vale - Mar. 16, 1987

Folder 15) Popplein, Andrew
   Letter to C F Himes - 1857-1859
Popplein, George J.
   Letter to C F Himes - 1858-1858
Potter, J. W.
   Letter to Mary and Sarah Vale - Mar. 30, 1936
CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 16) Prowell, George
Letters to C F Himes - 1912-1916
Putnam
Acknowledgment of books sent by C F Himes - Jan. 9, 1917
Putnam, F. W.
Letter to C F Himes - undated
Rauffelt, Mary
Letter to Mary E. Murray - c1860
Rawle, William Brooke
Letter to Captain William E. Miller - May, 1912

BOX 14 - MC 2000.1

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)
Folder 01) Reed, George Edward
Letters to C F Himes - 1889-1890
Reigart, Dr. Emanuel H.
Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 26, 1880
Rice, D.
Letter to C F Himes - June 13, 1879
Rogers, Robert W.
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 11, 1891
Rood, Ogden Nicholas
Letters to C F Himes - 1904-1900
Roper, E. A.
Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Nov. 21, 1864
Rosa, Mary Evans
Letter to C F Himes - June 6, 1917
Roscoe, Henry E.
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 11, 1872
Roth, F.
Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 31, 1899
Roung, Rev. R. B
Letter to C F Himes - July 28, 1902
Folder 02) Rusling, James F.
Letter to C F Himes - 1889
S. A. P.
Letter to Magdalen Lanius - Nov. 1, 1839
Saxton, John O.
Letter to C F Himes - May 16, 1853
Schadewell, Clara Dresden
Letter to Mary E. Murray - Aug. 24, 1890
Scheer, Valentine
Letter to William D. Himes - Jan. 18, 1858
BOX 14 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

**CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)**

**Folder 02)** Schuchardt, Dr. Theodore
- Letter to C F Himes - May 10, 1882

Scott, J. H.
- Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 18, 1912

Sellers, Coleman
- Letters to C F Himes - 1861-1862
- Letter to C F Himes - undated

**Folder 03)** Sellers, Coleman
- Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 31, 1868
- Letter to C F Himes - June 9, 1873
- Letter to C F Himes - June 9, 1902

Seely, Charles A.
- Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 10

Sharp, Thomas
- Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 19, 1914

Sharples, J. C.
- Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 8, 1861

Sholl, William J.
- Letters to C F Himes - 1858-1859

**Folder 04)** Shriver, Robert
- Letters to C F Himes - 1861-1862
- Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 1, 1902

Siebert, W. N.
- Letter to Mary E. Murray - Nov. 28, 1889

Silliman, Benjamin
- Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 8, 1862

Simpson, Ellen H.
- Letter to C F Himes - July 11, 1879

Smith, Edgar Fahs
- Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 25, 1918

Snowden, Yates
- Letters to C F Himes - Oct. 1918

Spahr, Boyd Lee
- Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 21, 1898

**Folder 05)** Sproul, William
- Letter to C F Himes - June 2, 1914

Stapleton, Rev. A.
- Letter to C F Himes - May 28, 1903
- Letter to C F Himes - Apr. 5, 1907

Stevens, Thaddeus
- Letters to William D. Himes - 1859-1860

Stone, F. D.
- Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 24, 1879
BOX 14 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 05) Strong, James
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 3, 1860
Swartz, George Wilson
Letter to C F Himes - Apr. 10, 1916
Secretary, Smithsonian Institute
Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 13, 1917

Folder 06) Thompson, Silvanus P.
Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 26, 1883
Tidsall, Fitzgerald
Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 1906
Trickett, William
Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 25, 1917
Tucker, John Southgate
Letters to C F Himes - 1855-1905

Folder 07) Union League of Philadelphia
Letter to C F Himes - 1918
Vale, Grace
Letters to Mary Murray Himes - 1912-1915
Vale, Robert B.
Letter to Mary Murray Himes - Oct. 6, 1905
Van der Becke & Marsily
Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 18, 1883
Vickery, George
Letter to C F Himes - July 26, 1861
Vogel, H. W.
Letter to the British Journal of Photography, Editor - June 10, 1892
Wahl, William H.
Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 3, 1884
Ward, Toursery
Letter to C F Himes - Feb. 17, 1874
Watters, James David
Letters to C F Himes - 1858

Folder 08) Watters, James Davis
Letters to C F Himes - 1858
Letter to C F Himes - Apr. 24, 1861
Letter to C F Himes - May 30, 1904
Watters, Nan
Letter to C F Himes - July 20, 1904
Watts, Frederick
Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 11, 1883
Williams, James Stevens
Letter to C F Himes - 1883
Williams, John R.
Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 24, 1917
BOX 14 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

CORRESPONDENCE (cont.)

Folder 09) Wilson, Edward C.
    Letters to C F Himes - 1867-1890
Wilson, Jane Carlyle
    Letter to C F Himes - Oct. 24, 1912
Wilson, Jennie
    Letter to C F Himes - Aug. 10, 1890
Wilson, John Allston
    Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 8, 1861
Wilson, Joseph Miller
    Letters to C F Himes - 1860-1861

Folder 10) Wilson, Joseph Miller
    Letters to C F Himes - 1861-1867
    Letter to C F Himes - Jan. 3, 1893
    Letter to C F Himes - May 28, 1902

Folder 11) Wilson, Luther Barton
    Letter to C F Himes - July 7, 1904
Wilson, Thomas
    Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 28, 1839
Wilson, William Carlisle
    Letter to C F Himes - Dec. 10, 1861
    Letter to C F Himes - May 1, 1863
Wolf, Harold J.
    Letter to C F Himes - Mar. 21, 1911
Wright, John A.
    Letters to C F Himes - May 1868
    Letter to C F Himes - Nov. 28, 1889

Folder 12) Yatabe, R.
    Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Jan. 30, 1875
Yocum, Albert Duncan
    Letter to C F Himes - June 19, 1883
Zug, Charles Keller
    Letters to C F Himes - 1909-1910
unknown
    Letter to C F Himes - June 29, 1883
    Letter to C F Himes - Apr. 17, 1887
    Letter to C F Himes - Sep. 18, 1890
    Letter to Joseph A. Murray - Feb. 13, 1865
SERIES 3 - EPHEMERA

Series 3, Ephemera, includes business and calling cards, invitations, and travel memorabilia collected by C. F. Himes and other family members. The business and calling cards reflect personal and professional relationships of members of the Himes family. Invitations to dinners, lectures, weddings, and other occasions are further indications of personal relationships of Himes family members. The travel memorabilia includes different types of materials representative of the numerous excursions undertaken by C. F. Himes. Of particular note are items relating to several trips to Europe, including ticket stubs, programs for theatrical and musical performances, and papers regarding the ships on which Himes crossed the Atlantic, including the Lusitania in 1911.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 15 - MC 2000.1

CARDS
Folder 01) Business and calling cards

INVITATIONS
Folder 02) Ceremonies, dinners, etc. - 1867-1887
Folder 03) Ceremonies, dinners, etc. - 1890-1933
Folder 04) Weddings - 1880-1917

TRAVEL MEMORABILIA
Folder 05) Business flyers
Folder 06) Maps, postcards, and travel guides
Folder 07) Programs for performances - 1865-1890
Folder 08) Tickets and entry passes
Folder 09) Trans-Atlantic steamship miscellany - 1872-1911
SERIES 4 - JOURNALS

Series 4, Journals, is arranged alphabetically into three categories based on authorship (C. F. Himes, Mary M. Himes, and Joseph A. Murray), and then the journals under each author are arranged chronologically.

The journals of C. F. Himes are the most numerous and include personal diaries, travel logs, and "housekeeping" journals. Of these, the travel logs appear to be the most thoroughly and faithfully kept, providing detailed information on the many excursions to Europe taken by Himes throughout his life. The "housekeeping" journals contain information on day-to-day matters, but also include information on the activities of Himes' daughters, Mary and Anna.

The journals of Mary M. Himes include a recipe book, a school notebook, and a journal of original and copied poetry. Of particular note, however, is a journal (and its earlier draft) titled "Observations of a Tot Traveler," Mary's personal scrapbook of her trip to Europe with her parents in 1872. This scrapbook was compiled many years later, only being completed in 1905.

The journals of Joseph A. Murray, while labeled "Ministerial logbooks," contain a fair amount of information on personal and family matters as well as congregational matters.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 16 - MC 2000.1

HIMES, CHARLES FRANCIS

Folder 01) Travel journal - 1857
Folder 02) Diary - 1863
Folder 03) Travel journal - 1864
Folder 04) Travel journal - 1864
Folder 05) Travel journal - 1865
Folder 06) Diary - 1866
Folder 07) Travel journal - 1872
Folder 08) Diary - 1873
Folder 09) Housekeeping journal - 1874-1880
Folder 10) Diary - 1875
Folder 11) Financial log - 1876

BOX 17 - MC 2000.1

HIMES, CHARLES FRANCIS (cont.)

Folder 01) Housekeeping journal - 1880-1884
Folder 02) Travel journal - 1882
Travel journal - 1883
Travel journal - 1883
Folder 03) Diary - 1905-1908
Folder 04) Diary - 1909-1911, 1913
Folder 05) Diary - 1911-1913
Folder 06) Housekeeping journal and mailing register - 1915
Folder 07) Diary - 1916
Folder 08) Diary - 1916-1918
BOX 17 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

HIMES, MARY MURRAY
Folder 09) Notebook of Greek and Latin exercises - c1885
Folder 10) Poetry notebook - 1887-1889
Folder 11) "Observations of a Tot Traveler by Sea and Land" (draft) - undated

BOX 18 - MC 2000.1

HIMES, MARY MURRAY (cont.)
Folder 01) "Observations of a Tot Traveler by Sea and Land" - 1903
Folder 02) Recipe book

MURRAY, JOSEPH ALEXANDER
Folder 03) Ministerial logbook - 1842
Folder 04) Ministerial logbook - 1866-1868
Folder 05) Ministerial logbook - 1869
Folder 06) Ministerial logbook - 1872-1874
SERIES 5 - LEGAL AND FINANCIAL PAPERS

Series 5, Legal and Financial Papers, include various family records such as wills, deeds, receipts, and assorted official documents. These papers are arranged alphabetically according to the family member with respect to whom the papers most clearly pertain. Thereafter the papers are arranged roughly chronologically.

Due to their size, some items from this series are housed among the oversized papers, designated OC 2000.1. Among these oversized items are three passports issued to C. F. Himes, and the commission of George Himes as Lt. Colonel of the Pennsylvania Militia.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 19 - MC 2000.1

BLAIR FAMILY
Folder 01) Indenture binding William Blair to Jane Aitken - Apr. 16, 1808
Common Schools of Carlisle certificate - May 1, 1839
Page from ledger

HIMES, FRANCIS
Folder 02) Inventory of estate - Apr. 3, 1816
Copy of will

HIMES, GEORGE
Folder 03) Record of debt of William D. Himes to father - 1836-1837
Summons to appear for jury duty - Oct. 19, 1841
Page from ledger

HIMES, WILLIAM D.
Folder 04) Receipt for sale of Himes land - Nov. 17, 1843
Checks - 1844-1850
Receipt for spigot of G. Himes - Apr. 23, 1850
Receipt of payment to George A. Lyon - Mar. 10, 1851
Summons to jury duty - Sep. 6, 1851
Deposit of $3750 - May 29, 1851
Receipt of check to Thaddeus Stevens - May 12, 1853
Receipt for taxes of Stevens and Himes - Aug. 5, 1953
Receipt for taxes of Stevens and Himes - Dec. 29, 1853
Bank statement - Jan. 19, 1865
Sale of shares in Carlisle Iron Works to Daniel V. Ahl - Apr. 28, 1863
Copy of will - 1896
Property surveys
Survey of "Margaretta" property
HIMES, CHARLES FRANCIS
  Folder 05) Settlement of the wills of Helen Himes and A. F. Hendrix - 1908-1911
  Folder 06) Checks to Henry M. Harman - Oct. 26 1878 and Feb. 20, 1882
              Check to Mary E. Murray - May 28, 1904
              Real estate valuation - Mar. 6 1916
              Receipt from Marble Works - Feb. 4 1891
              Letter from Brown Bros. and Co. on investments - Feb. 14 1916
              Teaching license for Hancock County, Illinois - Jan. 10, 1857
  Folder 07) Receipts - European trips
  Folder 08) Receipts - United States
  Folder 09) Miscellaneous

MURRAY, GEORGE
  Folder 10) Receipt for property tax payment - June 25, 1816

MURRAY, WILLIAM B.
  Folder 11) Bond of payment to Mrs. Margaret Fleming - Nov. 9, 1855
              Indenture binding Sarah Jane Smith - Feb. 4, 1842
SERIES 6 - MISCELLANEOUS

Series 6, Miscellaneous, primarily contains information concerning various clubs and activities with which Charles Francis Himes and his family members were involved, as well as general information concerning the family. This series is arranged alphabetically according to the names of each organization or individual represented by each folder. Contents of each folder are briefly described, with dates being provided whenever possible.

Among these miscellaneous papers are numerous pieces representative of C. F. Himes' lifetime association with Dickinson College; as student, founding member of Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity, professor, founder of the Dickinson Scientific Society, Secretary and Treasurer of the Board of Trustees of Dickinson College, and Acting College President. Other items relating to Himes' academic life can be found under New Oxford Collegiate and Medical Institute, Baltimore Female College, Troy University, Mountain Lake Park Summer School, and the University of Giessen.

Miscellaneous materials relating to Himes' involvement in various local clubs and professional organizations can also be found in this series. Represented are papers of the Amateur Photographic Exchange Club, the Hamilton Library Association, the Franklin Institute, and the Pennsylvania German Society, among others.

Also among this series are school records for Himes' daughters, Mary and Anna. Other papers related to these ladies' interests include materials regarding the Carlisle Traveler's Club, the Children of the American Revolution, and the State Federation of Pennsylvania Women.

Due to their size, several items are housed among the oversized papers, designated OC 2000.1. These items include Charles Francis Himes' diplomas, posters announcing his lectures, and posters announcing the sale of William D. Himes' property.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 20 - MC 2000.1

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE CLUB
Folder 01) Rules, member lists, and miscellaneous papers - 1861

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
Folder 02) Certificate - 1874

BALTIMORE FEMALE COLLEGE
Folder 03) Annual catalog, letter, and miscellaneous notes - 1859-1860

CHILDREN OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Folder 04) Applications for membership of Mary Himes and Sarah E. Vale -1922

DICKINSON COLLEGE SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
Folder 05) Minutes, list of members, constitution, etc. - 1864-1883
BOX 20 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Folder 06) Miscellaneous papers, invitations, etc. - 1892-1917

GERMAN UNIVERSITY LEAGUE
Folder 07) Correspondence - 1911-1915

HAMILTON LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Folder 08) Annual reports, membership form, papers relating to its founding, etc. - 1875-1910

HARPER, JOHN WARREN
Folder 09) Two poems - 1906-1909

HIMES, ANNA MAGDALEN
Folder 10) Professor recommendations, grade reports, etc. - 1896-1901

HIMES, CHARLES FRANCIS
Folder 11) Bookplate and seal
Folder 12) Dickinson College student - 1853-1854
Folder 13) Dickinson College professor and administrator - 1875-1889
Folder 14) Lecture announcements and tickets - 1879-1889
Folder 15) Publication leaflets - 1867-1917
Folder 16) Stereoscopic slides - 1867

HIMES, MARY MURRAY
Folder 17) Grade reports - 1876-1889
Folder 18) Himes-Vale wedding correspondence - 1905

BOX 21 - MC 2000.1

HIMES, MARY MURRAY (cont.)
Folder 01) Hymnal - 1891

HISTORICAL SOCIETIES
Folder 02) Correspondence, etc. - 1880-1916

MOUNTAIN LAKE PARK SUMMER SCHOOL
Folder 03) Correspondence - 1884

MURRAY, JOSEPH ALEXANDER
Folder 04) Certificates, notes, etc. - 1848-1876

MURRAY, MARY ELIZABETH
Folder 05) Miscellaneous papers and notes - 1864-1893
NEW OXFORD COLLEGIATE AND MEDICAL INSTITUTE
   Folder 06) Prospectus, grade reports, and subscription list - 1843-1852

PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN SOCIETY
   Folder 07) Membership application, correspondence, programs, etc. - 1897-1918

PHI KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
   Folder 08) Newsletter and miscellaneous papers - 1880-1919
   Folder 09) Alpha chapter register and reservation
   Folder 10) Epsilon chapter register, disbandment papers, etc. - 1857-1907
   Folder 11) Epsilon chapter invitations and programs - 1895-1914

PHILADELPHIA TYPOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
   Folder 12) Notes on William Blair, etc. - 1861

ST. JOHNS CHURCH, CARLISLE
   Folder 13) Miscellaneous notes and building plans - 1917-1918

STATE OF FEDERATION PENNSYLVANIA WOMEN
   Folder 14) Correspondence and list of other women's clubs - 1903

TRAVELER'S CLUB, CARLISLE
   Folder 15) Constitution, programs, and travel booklets - 1891-1905

TROY UNIVERSITY
   Folder 16) Mathematics notes, programs, etc. - 1860-1862

UNIVERSITY OF GIESSEN
   Folder 17) Copy of regulations and programs - 1864-1906
   Folder 18) Programs and newsletters - 1861-1864

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN PENNSYLVANIA
   Folder 19) Academic catalog, flier, and envelopes with seal - 1855

VALE, THOMAS EYSTER
   Folder 20) Misc. campaign items and envelope - 1921

WILL, HEINRICH
   Folder 21) Death notice - 1890

WORLD'S CONGRESS AUXILIARY
   Folder 22) Invitation and program for photographic lectures - 1893
SERIES 7 - NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS

Series 7, Newspaper Clippings, includes clippings from newspapers, journals, and magazines as collected by members of the Himes Family. This series is arranged alphabetically by folder title, each folder being titled according to the subject matter of its contents. The majority of the clippings pertain to activities and interests of C. F. Himes himself. Of note are the reports of his lectures to local organizations on scientific matters and personal travels.

Due to their size, several newspapers are housed among the oversized papers, designated OC 2000.1. Having been issued in London, Paris, Dresden, and Berlin, these newspapers all reflect Himes' European travels in 1883 and 1890.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 22 - MC 2000.1

Folder 01) Central Pennsylvania news
Folder 02) Dickinson College
Folder 03) Family news
Folder 04) Lecture reports
Folder 05) Photography

SERIES 8 - PAMPHLETS (BOUND)

Series 8, Pamphlets (Bound), is comprised of three volumes of various published articles and reprints either authored by C. F. Himes, or of interest to him and his research. These three volumes of articles are interspersed with notes and photographs added by Himes. Articles on photography and various historical topics are mostly to be found in the first two volumes, while the third volume contains primarily articles of a scientific nature.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 23 - MC 2000.1

Folder 01) Himes, Charles Francis - miscellaneous articles - 1869-1912
Folder 02) Himes, Charles Francis - miscellaneous articles - 1869-1900

BOX 24 - MC 2000.1

Folder 03) Himes, Charles Francis, et al - Scientific Papers - 1878
SERIES 9 - PAMPHLETS (LOOSE)

Series 9, Pamphlets (Loose), is comprised of published pamphlets, journal articles, and reprints. These pamphlets are arranged alphabetically by author or journal title, and then chronologically. The majority of the articles are by C. F. Himes and deal with local history, photography, and scientific pursuits. Those pamphlets not authored by Himes deal largely with the same matters.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 25 - MC 2000.1

The Amateur Photographic Print
Folder 01) No. 1-7 - 1863

Anthony’s Photographic Bulletin
Folder 02) (3 issues, 1 incomplete) - 1885

The British Journal of Photography
Folder 03) (2 incomplete issues) - 1892

Fackenthal, Jr., Dr. B. F.
Folder 04) "Biographical Notice of Prof. Charles Francis Himes" (2c)

Himes, Charles Francis
Folder 05) "An Account of Illustrated Talks to Noted Indian Chiefs" - 1916
"Actinism" - 1885 (2c)
Folder 06) "Amateur Photography Among the Alps"
"Amateur Photography in its Educational Relations" - 1889
Folder 07) "The American Colleges and the American Public" - 1870 (review)
"Apparatus Owned and Used by Dr. Joseph Priestley" - 1917 (2c)
Folder 08) "Apparent Radiation and Reflection of Cold" - 1883
"Bunsen’s Flame Reactions" - 1868
Folder 09) "The Burial Place of Colonel Robert Magaw"
"Col. Magaw, The Defender of Fort Washington" - 1915
Folder 10) "On the Convergency of the Optic Axes in Binocular Vision" - 1862
"Decorated Stove Plate" - 1903
Folder 11) "Electrical Discharges Investigated..." - 1896
"Jacob Tome Scientific Building" - 1885 (2c)
Folder 12) "Judge Thomas Cooper" - 1908
"The Mermaid of Old West" - (2c)
Folder 13) "Mountain Lake Park Summer School of Amateur Photography" - 1885
"A Much Needed Improvement in the Stereoscope" - 1895
Folder 14) "Note on the Bench of Cumberland County, Pennsylvania" - 1910
"The Old Carlisle Dancing Assembly" - 1917 (2c)
Folder 15) "Photographic Permanence and the Amateur Photographic Exchange Club" - 1902
“Photographic Record Work” - 1899
BOX 25 - MC 2000.1 (cont.)

Himes, Charles Francis (cont.)
Folder 16)   Photography (quoted in) - 1884
"Preparation of Photographic Dry-Plates by Daylight" - 1874
Folder 17)   "On the Preservation of the Alkaline Cold Toning Bath" - 1862
"The Röntgen Rays" (quoted in) - 1896
Folder 18)   "The Scientific Expert in Forensic Procedure" - 1893 (2c)
"Scientific Theories and Creeds" - 1889
Folder 19)   "Size of Drops and the U. S. Dispensatory" - 1883
"Solar Eclipse of August 7, 1869"
Folder 20)   "Some...Observation of the Total Eclipse of the Sun" (2c)
"Stereographs for Photo Records"
Folder 21)   "The Stereoscope" - 1872
"The Stereoscope and its Applications" - 1887
Folder 22)   "Stereoscopic Notes" - 1882
"Tables of Qualitative Chemical Analysis" - 1881
Folder 23)   "Treatment of Written Historical Documents for Preservation" - 1907
"The True John Dickinson" - 1912 (2c)
Folder 24)   "Washingtonburg" - 1907 (2c)
"The White Man’s Way"

Instructions for Working the Platinotype Process
Folder 25)   "General Description of the Process"

The Ives' Process
Folder 26)   Instructional booklet (2c)

Monthly Record of Scientific Literature
Folder 27)   Vol. 1, No. 9 - 1873

Mountain Lake Park Messenger
Folder 28)   Supplement to April number - 1884

Our Young Folks
Folder 29)   Vol. 6, No. 8 - 1870

Photography
Folder 30)   (2 issues, 1 incomplete) - 1884

Stevens, W. LeConte
Folder 31)   "Notes on Physiological Optics" - 1882

Vogel, Dr. Hermann
Folder 32)   Photographische Mittheilungen

von Hoffmann, A. W.
Folder 33)   Speech (in German) - 1890
SERIES 10 - PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS

Series 10, Photograph Albums, is comprised of eight bound photo albums, presumably all compiled by C. F. Himes. The first two albums contain images reflecting Dickinson College around 1890, and the following three albums contain images of Himes' trip to Europe in 1890. It can be assumed that Himes took all of the pictures found in these five albums. (Copies of many of these images can be found among the loose photographs, designated PC 2000.1.) The remaining three albums all appear to contain images that Himes purchased and compiled, rather than photographs he took himself. The Souvenir Columbian Exposition album serves as a scrapbook for the 1893 World's Fair in Chicago at which Himes lectured. The two Souvenir Europe albums contain images of popular tourist attractions and artwork found on the European continent.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 26 - MC 2000.1

Folder 01) Dickinson College - c1890
          Dickinson College - c1890
Folder 02) Dickinson College - 1893

BOX 27 - MC 2000.1

Folder 01) European trip - 1890
Folder 02) European trip - 1890
Folder 03) Souvenir images of Columbian Exposition, Chicago - 1893

BOX 28 - MC 2000.1

Folder 01) Souvenir images of Europe - 1890
Folder 02) Souvenir images of Europe - 1890
Folder 03) Souvenir images of Europe - 1890
SERIES 11 - RESEARCH NOTES AND WRITINGS

Series 11, Research Notes and Writings, is arranged alphabetically into two categories based on authorship (C. F. Himes and Joseph A. Murray), and thereafter the notes and writings under each author are arranged alphabetically by topic (and then chronologically as necessary).

The notes and writings of C. F. Himes include his research on Thomas Cooper (including corrected drafts), photography, and his and his wife's family genealogies and histories. A fable titled "The Stupid Bear and the Crafty Old Fox," perhaps written for his grandchildren, is found among these writings. Also among Himes' writings is a copy of "A Sketch of Dickinson College" with extensive marginal notes, presumably in anticipation of a second edition.

The research notes and writings of Joseph A. Murray consist primarily of family history notes and biographical materials regarding local personalities. Also included is a draft of a letter to the Presbyterian Banner.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 29 - MC 2000.1

HIMES, CHARLES FRANCIS

Folder 01) Baird, S. F., Harman, H. M., and Wormley, T., biographical notes
Folder 02) Cooper, Thomas, 1 notebook
Folder 03) Cooper, Thomas, 2 notebooks - 1908
Folder 04) Cooper, Thomas, 1 notebook - 1908
Folder 05) Cooper, Thomas, 1 bound notebook - 1910
Folder 06) Cooper, Thomas, 3 bound notebooks - 1912
Folder 07) Cooper, Thomas, 3 bound notebooks - 1913
Folder 08) Cooper, Thomas, 1 bound notebook - 1918
Folder 09) Cooper, Thomas, misc. notes
Folder 10) Cooper, Thomas, Atwater correspondence (copies)
Folder 11) Cooper, Thomas, misc. correspondence
Folder 12) Cooper, Thomas, manuscript drafts

BOX 30 - MC 2000.1

Folder 01) Dickinson College, Natural Science course
Folder 02) Dickinson College, A Sketch of Dickinson College with marginal notes
Folder 03) Dickinson College, student notes

BOX 31 - MC 2000.1

Folder 01) Family History, Barnitz, Himes, and Lanius
Folder 02) Family History, Denny and Parker
Folder 03) Family History, Elliot Family
Folder 04) Family History, Himes, Charles Francis autobiographical notes
Folder 05) Family History, Himes & Murray ancestors
Folder 06) Family History, Murray ancestors
Folder 07) General, bound volume of notes and memorandae - 1875
Folder 08) General, bound volume of notes and memorandae - 1901
HIMES, CHARLES FRANCIS (cont.)

Folder 01) General, bound volume of notes and memorandae - 1910
Folder 02) General, misc. notes
Folder 03) Magaw, Robert, biographical notes
Folder 04) Photography, notes
Folder 05) Photography, "Photographic No. 3" - 1861
Folder 06) Photography, photo-ceramic notes - 1916
Folder 07) Photography, photo-ceramic notes - 1916
Folder 08) Photography, photo-ceramic notes
Folder 09) Register, catalog of correspondence of revolutionary figures
Folder 10) Stayman, John, biographical notes
Folder 11) "The Stupid Bear and the Crafty Old Fox"
Folder 12) Testimony of Expert Medical Witness notes

MURRAY, JOSEPH A.

Folder 13) Davidson, Robert - biographical notes
Folder 14) Family History - Butler
Folder 15) Furnace, Mary Ann - biographical sketch
Folder 16) Harper, James - biographical notes
Folder 17) How, Samuel B. - biographical notes
Folder 18) Shearer, G. L. - biographical notes
Folder 19) Stevenson, George - biographical notes
Folder 20) Presbyterian Banner, draft of letter
SERIES 12 - SPEECHES AND LECTURES

Series 12, Speeches and Lectures, is arranged alphabetically by author (C. F. Himes, Mary M. Himes, and Joseph A. Murray), and thereafter alphabetically by the title or topic of each. The majority of the speeches and lectures were prepared for college audiences, including C. F. Himes’ Nisbet Day Address, Mary Himes’ talk before Dickinson alumni, and J. A. Murray’s Presidential Address to the Belles Lettres Society. Of particular note is the lengthy series of lectures delivered by C. F. Himes regarding his European travels.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 33 - MC 2000.1

HIMES, CHARLES FRANCIS
Folder 01) Fraternities and Life at Dickinson College speech
Folder 02) Nisbet Day Address - May 1, 1913
Folder 03) Philadelphia College of Medicine speech
Folder 04) Student orations at Dickinson College - c1855
Folder 05) Student orations at New Oxford - c1850
Folder 06) "Travels in Europe" series of lectures
Folder 07) "Travels in Europe" series of lectures
Folder 08) "The True Nature of Shadows..." - 1869

HIMES, MARY MURRAY
Folder 09) Speech to Dickinson College alumni

MURRAY, JOSEPH A.
Folder 10) Presidential Address to Belles Lettres Society
AC 2000.1 - ARTIFACTS

Series 13, Artifacts, designated AC 2000.1, consists of 66 artifacts, including 49 photo-ceramic tiles, 9 other examples of photo-ceramics, 1 ribbon, 3 photo cases, and 2 glass plates and 2 plaster molds that are illustrative of Ives’ Photographic Process.

The photo-ceramic tiles comprise the bulk of the artifacts, reflecting the hobby of C. F. Himes to emblazon photographic images onto ceramics. Notes regarding his experimentation with this process are to be found among his papers. These tiles come in a variety of sizes. In addition to these tiles, there are a few examples of Himes’ use of this photo-ceramic process on china. The photo-ceramics are arranged alphabetically according to the following four categories: Dickinson College; Gleiburg Castle, Germany; Himes Family; and Illustrations from Children's Books. Individual artifacts are then arranged alphabetically by the title or subject of the image within these categories, with the date of the original image being included whenever possible. When the photo-ceramic image corresponds to an image in PC 2000.1, the Photograph Series, the image number has been indicated.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 1 - AC 2000.1

IVES’ PROCESS

Item 01) Glass plate positive
Item 02) Glass plate negative
Item 03) Plaster mold
Item 04) Plaster print

PHOTO CASES

Item 05) Charles Francis Himes ceramic photograph in case - c1872
Item 06) Mary Murray Himes daguerreotype in case - c1872
Item 07) Mary E. Murray ceramic photograph in case - c1872

PHOTO-CERAMICS

Dickinson College

Item 08) Thomas Cooper silhouette and signature (7.5cm x 15.5cm) [corresponds to PC 2000.1, Images #146 and #143]
Item 09) Thomas Cooper silhouette (5.5cm x 11cm) [corresponds to PC 2000.1, Image #143]
Item 10) “Founders of ‘Old Epsilon’” (15.5cm x 15.5cm) - 1904 [corresponds to PC 2000.1, Image #281]
Item 11) Copy of Item 10
Item 12) Copy of Item 10
Item 13) Copy of Item 10
Item 14) Henry M. Harman (15.5cm x 15.5cm) - c1895
BOX 1 - AC 2000.1 (cont.)

PHOTO-CERAMICS (cont.)
Dickinson College (cont.)
Item 15) Copy of Item 14
Item 16) “Lecture on Edison’s Phonograph” (15.5cm x 11cm) - 1879
Item 17) “Lecture on the Telephone” (15.5cm x 11cm) - 1878
Item 18) Copy of Item 17
Item 19) Copy of Item 17
Item 20) Priestley’s burning glass (11cm x 11cm)
[corresponds to PC 2000.1, Image #101]
Item 21) West College “Old Chapel” (15.5cm x 15.5cm) - 1889
[corresponds to PC 2000.1, Image #131]
Item 22) Copy of Item 21
Item 23) Copy of Item 21 (18cm x 18cm, framed)
Item 24) Copy of Item 21
Item 25) Copy of Item 21
Item 26) Copy of Item 21 (15.5cm x 11cm)
Item 27) Copy of Item 21 (11cm x 11cm)
Item 28) Copy of Item 21 (11cm x 11cm)
Item 29) Copy of Item 21 (5.5 x 11)
Item 30) Copy of Item 21 (12.5cm x 11cm raised surface)
Item 31) West College Cupola (11cm x 11cm) - c1895
[corresponds to PC 2000.1, Image #132]
Item 32) Copy of Item 31
Item 33) West College Cupola on small tray

Gleiburg Castle, Germany
Item 34) Gleiburg castle and poem (18.5cm diameter plate)

Himes Family
Item 35) Silhouette of Grandma Denny (7.5cm x 7.5cm)
[corresponds to PC 2000.1, Image #266]
Item 36) Denny house (15.5cm x 15.5cm) - c1890
[corresponds to PC 2000.1, Image #383]
Item 37) Copy of Item 36 (15.5cm x 11cm)
Item 38) Copy of Item 36 (15.5cm x 11cm)
Item 39) Copy of Item 36 (11cm x 11cm)
Item 40) “Ex libris…Charles Francis Himes” (11cm x 11cm)
[corresponds to PC 2000.1, Image #177]
Item 41) Copy of Item 40
Item 42) Charles Francis Himes (7.5cm x 7.5cm)
Item 43) Charles Francis Himes (4.5cm x 6cm)
Item 44) Charles Francis Himes (7.5cm diameter medallion)
Item 45) Mary E. Murray (7.5cm x 7.5cm)
Item 46) Mary E. Murray (7.5cm x 7.5cm)
PHOTO-CERAMICS (cont.)

Himes Family (cont.)

Item 47)  Mary E. Murray (small oval raised surface)
Item 48)  Mary E. Murray (stamp box)
Item 49)  New Oxford (15.5cm x 11cm)
Item 50)  Mary Himes Vale (7.5cm x 7.5cm)
Item 51)  Mary and Sarah Vale (5.5cm x 11cm) - c1910

Illustrations from Children’s Books

Item 52)  Children’s book illustration (15.5cm x 15.5cm)
Item 53)  Children’s book illustration (15.5cm x 15.5cm)
Item 54)  Children’s book illustration (15.5cm x 15.5cm)
Item 55)  Children’s book illustration (8cm x 14cm, framed)
Item 56)  Children’s book illustration (7.5cm x 15.5cm)
Item 57)  Children’s book illustration (5.5cm x 11cm)
Item 58)  Children’s book illustration (5.5cm x 11cm)
Item 59)  Children’s book illustration (5.5cm x 11cm)

[corresponds to PC 2000.1, Image #203]

Item 60)  Copy of Item 59
Item 61)  Singing children illustration and silhouette (5.5cm x 11cm)
Item 62)  Children’s book illustration. (teacup)
Item 63)  Children’s book illustration (teacup)
Item 64)  Poem “I like to work…” (7.5cm x 7.5cm)
Item 65)  Children’s tea party (11cm x 11cm)

RIBBON

Item 66)  Philomathean Society Ribbon

[see letter from F. M. Hendrix to C. F. Himes - Jan. 25, 1860]
SERIES DESCRIPTION

Series 14, Oversized, designated OC 2000.1, consists of various items physically separated from the Charles Francis Himes Family Collection due to their size. The folders are ordered according to the series with which they correspond in the manuscript collection and are thereafter arranged alphabetically by title. The William D. Himes estate public sale posters are in an extra large folder.

SERIES INVENTORY

OVERSIZED - OC 2000.1

LEGAL AND FINANCIAL PAPERS
Folder 01) Charles Francis Himes passports - 1863-1890
Folder 02) George Himes commission as Lt. Col. in Pennsylvania Militia - 1803
George Himes deed for land purchased - 1838
William Himes estate inventory - 1814

MISCELLANEOUS
Folder 03) Charles Francis Himes diploma - 1829
Folder 04) Charles Francis Himes diplomas –
B.A. Dickinson College, 1855
M.A. Dickinson College, 1858
Honorary Doctor of Laws, Dickinson College, 1896
Certificate from University of Giessen, 1864
Honorary PhD, Indiana Asbury University, 1871
Folder 05) Charles Francis Himes lecture posters - 1878-1879
Folder 06) William D. Himes estate public sale posters - 1896-1897 (extra large)

NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS
Folder 07) European newspapers - 1883-1890
PC 2000.1 - PHOTOGRAPHS

Series 15, Photographs, designated PC 2000.1, contains photographs, film negatives, glass plate negatives, and glass plate positives. The majority of these photographic images were created by Charles Francis Himes. This portion of the collection is divided into seven categories arranged alphabetically: Dickinson College, Documents, Items Collected During Travels, Objects, People, Places, and Publications. These categories have been subdivided again when appropriate, and images are then ordered alphabetically by title and/or date, when applicable. The images in the series are each given their own corresponding number. If there is a negative, or even a glass plate positive, of the image it will be marked with the number of the image with the suffix "n" or "p," as necessary. The 500 distinct images in this collection are stored in 569 consecutively marked folders, with 165 folders containing negatives (mostly glass plate) and 4 containing glass plate positives. Though very few of the images were documented by date, circa dates have been applied as appropriate and specific dates provided whenever possible.

The Dickinson College category is comprised of 137 individual images taken of or in college buildings where the focus of the image is best described as the building or action being performed rather than the people in the image. This category is further subdivided into the following 13 categories: Athletic Field, Bosler Hall, Campus, Denny Hall II, East College, Lovers Lane, Metzger Hall, Old Gymnasium, Pagoda, South College I, South College II, Tome Scientific Building - Scientific Lab, and West College. The Campus category contains views of the Academic Quadrangle where no single building appears to be the focus of the image. The Tome Scientific Building - Scientific Lab category consists primarily of interior shots of the building, featuring the laboratory, experiments, equipment, and Priestley apparatus.

The Documents category is comprised of 69 images of papers that C. F. Himes photographed, with a view towards preservation, and is exclusive of the photographed documents used for publications. This category is further subdivided by topic when applicable. Many of the photographs are of the Dickinson College Board of Trustees Minutes, documents relating to his various research topics, and documents pertaining to the Himes family. This category also houses images of various German documents, local Civil War maps, and famous Americans, most notably George Washington and Benjamin Franklin.

The category entitled Items Collected During Travels contains 13 images which were most likely acquired by C. F. Himes during his trips abroad. Many of the images appear to be photographs of other photographs. Notable entries in this category are a photograph of the tomb of Dante Alighieri, various photographs of the gargoyles of Notre Dame, and a photograph of a portrait of Charles Dickens.

The Objects category houses 34 varied images including photographs of coins, a clay pitcher, microscopic views of animal anatomy, leaves, and samplers.

The People category consists of 124 images of groups or individuals in either candid or posed positions. The category is subdivided into the following categories: Dickinsonians, Himes
Family, Mt. Lake Park Groups, New Oxford Groups, Potomac Canoeists, Tome Scientific Building Groups, Miscellaneous Individuals, and Miscellaneous Groups. In ascertaining dates for many of the photographs, clothing styles were used to establish a circa date in five year intervals. A significant portion of the photographs and negatives in this category have been taken on the Dickinson College campus, though it was determined that the people were the focus of the image and not the buildings that may also be in view.

The Places category consists of 81 images of various buildings, towns, and country views, excluding Dickinson College. Often people appear in these images, though the focal point of the images is best described as the place in which they were photographed. This category is subdivided into six smaller categories: Carlisle, Pennsylvania; Giessen, Germany; Gleiburg, Germany; "Margaretta" (Lower Windsor Township, York County, Pennsylvania); Miscellaneous United States Views; and Miscellaneous Views.

The Publications category is comprised of 42 photographs taken for two books and two manuals. The books are Early History of the Presbyterian Church, Carlisle, Pa. by Joseph A. Murray, 1883 and A Sketch of Dickinson College by C. F. Himes, 1879. The two manuals are Blue Print Manual for Amateurs and Physical Laboratory Manual, both prepared by C. F. Himes. The photographs for the history of the Presbyterian Church of Carlisle make up the bulk of this category.

SERIES INVENTORY

PC 2000.1

DICKINSON COLLEGE

Athletic Field
Folder 001n) Football game

Bosler Hall
Folder 002) View from W. High St. - c1886
Folder 003) c1890
Folder 004) c1900 (3c)
Folder 004n) glass plate negative of above image

Campus
Folder 005n) John Dickinson Campus, etching - c1860
Folder 006) John Dickinson Campus, view of class of 1900 gate - c1880 (2c)
Folder 006n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 007) John Dickinson Campus, view of class of 1902 gate - c1880 (2c)
Folder 007n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 008) John Dickinson Campus, view of class of 1902 gate - c1880 (3c)
Folder 008n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 009n) glass plate negative of John Dickinson Campus, view of class of 1902 gate - c1880
Folder 010) John Dickinson Campus, view of class of 1902 gate - c1880 (2c)
Folder 010n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 011) John Dickinson Campus - c1890 (2c)
Folder 012n) glass plate negative of John Dickinson Campus
Folder 013n) glass plate negative of John Dickinson Campus
Folder 014) John Dickinson Campus, East College steps with Bosler Hall in background - c1890
Folder 015) John Dickinson Campus, East College steps with Bosler Hall in background - c1890

PC 2000.1 (cont.)

DICKINSON COLLEGE (cont.)

Denny Hall II
Folder 016n) glass plate negative – c1910

East College
Folder 017) View of class of 1900 gate - c1880 (2c)
Folder 017n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 018) View from W. High St. - c1880
Folder 018n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 019) View from W. High St. - c1880 (5c)
Folder 019n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 020n) glass plate negative of View from W. High St. - c1880
Folder 021) View from W. High St. - c1880 (4c)
Folder 022) View from W. High St. - c1880 (2c)
Folder 022n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 023) View from W. High St. - c1880 (3c)
Folder 023n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 024) View from W. High St. - c1880 (1c)
Folder 025) View from W. High St. - c1880 (2c)
Folder 026) Western view - c1880 (6c)
Folder 026n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 027n) glass plate negative of Western view - c1880
Folder 028n) glass plate negative of Western view - c1880
Folder 029) c1890
Folder 030) c1890
Folder 031) c1895 (2c)
Folder 031n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 032n) glass plate negative - c1890

Lover's Lane
Folder 033) c1890

Metzger Hall
Folder 034n) glass plate negative - c1890

Old Gymnasium
Folder 035) c1890
Folder 035n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 036) View from N. College and W. Louther Sts. - c1890
Folder 036n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 037n) Physical Education class - c1890

Pagoda
DICKINSON COLLEGE (cont.)

Tome Scientific Building - Scientific Lab

Folder 041n) glass plate negative. Exterior - c1890
Folder 042) Interior. Equipment. Electrostatic apparatus (3c)
Folder 043) Interior. Equipment. Electrostatic apparatus
Folder 044n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment. Himes, Charles F.
                                   (double exposure)
Folder 045n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 046) Interior. Equipment
Folder 046n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 047n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 048) Interior. Equipment
Folder 048n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 049n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 050) Interior. Equipment
Folder 051) Interior. Equipment (8c)
Folder 051n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 052) Interior. Equipment. (5c)
Folder 053) Interior. Equipment
Folder 054) Interior. Equipment
Folder 055) Interior. Equipment
Folder 056) Interior. Equipment
Folder 057) Interior. Equipment
Folder 057n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 058) Interior. Equipment (6c)
Folder 058n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 059n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 060n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 061n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 062) Interior. Equipment
Folder 063n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 064n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 065n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 066n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 067) Interior. Equipment
Folder 067n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 068) Interior. Equipment (2c)
Folder 069) Interior. Equipment
Folder 070) Interior. Equipment (2c)
Folder 071n) glass plate negative of Interior. Equipment
Folder 072) Interior. Experiment. Himes, Charles F.
Folder 072n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 073) Interior. Experiment. Himes, Charles F.
Folder 073n) glass plate negative of above image
PC 2000.1 (cont.)

DICKINSON COLLEGE (cont.)

Tome Scientific Building - Scientific Lab (cont.)

Folder 074)  Interior. Experiment. [Himes, Charles F.]
Folder 074n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 075)  Interior. Experiment. Himes, Charles F. (2c) (cyanotype)
Folder 076)  Interior. Experiment. Himes, Charles F. (2c)
Folder 076n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 077)  Interior. Experiment. Female student
Folder 078)  Interior. Experiment. Female student
Folder 079)  Interior. Experiment. Male students (cyanotype)
Folder 080)  Interior. Experiment. Himes, Mary M. et al. (2c)
Folder 080n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 081n) glass plate negative of Interior. Experiment. Himes, Mary M. et al. (4c)
Folder 082)  Interior. Experiment. Male student
Folder 083)  Interior. Experiment. Male student
Folder 084)  Interior. Experiment. Male student
Folder 085)  Interior. Experiment. Male student
Folder 086)  Interior. Experiment. Male student
Folder 086n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 087)  Interior. Experiment. Male student
Folder 088)  Interior. Experiment. Male students
Folder 088n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 089n) glass plate negative of Interior. Experiment. Male students
Folder 090n) glass plate negative of Interior. Experiment. Male students
Folder 091)  Interior. Laboratory (2c)
Folder 092)  Interior. Laboratory (3c)
Folder 092n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 093)  Interior. Laboratory (6c)
Folder 094)  Interior. Laboratory (3c)
Folder 095)  Interior. Laboratory
Folder 095n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 096)  Interior. Priestley apparatus. Air gun and condenser
Folder 097)  Interior. Priestley apparatus. Air gun, target - May 12, 1877
Folder 098)  Interior. Priestley apparatus. Air gun, target - May 12, 1878 (2c)
Folder 099)  Interior. Priestley apparatus. Burning glass (2c)
Folder 100)  Interior. Priestley apparatus. Burning glass
Folder 101)  Interior. Priestley apparatus. Burning glass
Folder 102)  Interior. Priestley apparatus. Reflecting telescope (5c)
Folder 103)  Interior. Priestley apparatus. Reflecting telescope
Folder 104n) glass plate negative of Interior. Priestley apparatus
Folder 105n) glass plate negative of Interior. Priestley apparatus
Folder 106n) glass plate negative of Interior. Priestley apparatus
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>1825 print (4c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107p</td>
<td>glass plate positive of 1825 print (2c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>c1870 (2c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>View from class of 1935 gate - c1870 (2c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>View from South College II - c1870 (4c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>View from W. Louther St. - c1870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Class photograph - c1875 (4c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>c1880 (2c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>c1880 (5c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>c1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>c1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>c1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118n</td>
<td>glass plate negative - c1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>c1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>View of class of 1902 gate - c1880 (4c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>View of class of 1902 gate - c1880 (2c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of View of class of 1902 gate - c1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>View of class of 1902 gate - c1880 (2c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>View from class of 1935 gate - c1880 (2c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>View from class of 1935 gate - c1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>View from class of 1935 gate - c1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>View from South College II - c1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127n</td>
<td>glass plate negative - c1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128n</td>
<td>glass plate negative - c1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129n</td>
<td>glass plate negative - c1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>“Old Chapel” - c1889 (2c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130p</td>
<td>glass plate positive of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of “Old Chapel” - c1889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>Cupola - c1895 (2c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>Cupola - c1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of above image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134n</td>
<td>glass plate negative of Cupola - c1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>Lowering of bell - c1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>c1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>c1900 (double exposure)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PC 2000.1 (cont.)

DOCUMENTS
Agnew, John
Folder 138) “Ordinance for the appointment of Justices of the Peace,” Sep. 3, 1776 (2c)
Folder 139) Swearing in of Justice of the Peace John Agnew, Oct. 17, 1776 (2c)
Civil War
Folder 140) Map of Carlisle & Vicinity, June/July 1863
Folder 141) Map of Carlisle & Vicinity, June/July 1863
Folder 142) “Amateur Photography vs. Rebellion” (2c)
Folder 142n) glass plate negative of above image
Cooper, Thomas
Folder 143) Letter signed to James Hamilton, Mar. 12, 1811 [DCA] (2c)
Folder 143n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 144) Oath of office, Board of Trustees Minutes, p. 56., Aug. 7, 1811
Folder 144n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 145) Payment pledges of support, Board of Trustees Subscription Paper, c1811 (5c)
Folder 145n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 146) Silhouette (2c)
Folder 147) Etching
Dancing Assembly
Folder 148) Subscription List, c1785-1790 (3c)
Dickinson College Founding
Folder 149) Board of Trustee Oaths, Dec. 26, 1783
Folder 150) Board of Trustee Oaths, Dec. 26, 1783
Folder 151) Board of Trustee Minutes, p. 36, c1784
Folder 151n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 152) Board of Trustee Minutes, p. 36, c1784
Folder 152n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 153) Board of Trustee Minutes, p. 36, c1784
Folder 153n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 154) Board of Trustee Minutes, p. 37, c1784
Folder 154n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 155) glass plate negative of Board of Trustee Minutes, p. 37, c1784
Folder 156n) glass plate negative of Board of Trustee Minutes, p. 37, c1784
Folder 157) Board of Trustee Minutes, p. 41, c1785
Folder 157n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 158) glass plate negative of Board of Trustee Minutes, p. 41, c1785
Folder 158n) glass plate negative of Board of Trustee Minutes, p. 41, c1785
Franklin, Benjamin
Folder 159) Letter signed, p. 1, Aug. 12, 1772
Folder 160) Letter signed, p. 2, Aug. 12, 1772
PC 2000.1 (cont.)

DOCUMENTS (cont.)

German Texts
Folder 161) Miscellaneous German document bearing a seal with a shield and cross, 1543 (4c)
Folder 162) Birth certificate, Feb. 15, 1797
Folder 163) Birth certificate, Jan. 23, 1814
Folder 164) Birth certificate, Oct. 17, 1829
Folder 165) *Deutsche & Englische Vorschriften für die Jugend*, title page
Folder 165n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 166) *Deutsche & Englische Vorschriften für die Jugend*, page from book
Folder 167) *Deutsche & Englische Vorschriften für die Jugend*, page from book
Folder 168) Miscellaneous German document

Himes Family
Folder 169) William Denny Contract, Mar. 12, 1765
Folder 170) Pages from family record, 1780-1803 (2c)
Folder 171) Pages from family record, 1790-1803
Folder 172) Commissioning of George Himes as Lt. Col. in Pennsylvania Militia, Dec. 28, 1803
Folder 173) "Legitimations-Karte" for Karl Himes; signed by Charles F. Himes, Apr. 26, 1864 (3c)
Folder 174n) glass plate negative of Charles F. Himes’ certificate of membership in the American Philosophical Society, Oct. 16, 1874
Folder 175n) glass plate negative of Joseph A. Murray’s certificate of membership in the American Philosophical Society, c1880
Folder 176n) glass plate negative of Joseph A. Murray’s certificate of membership in the American Philosophical Society, c1880
Folder 177) “Ex libris…Charles Francis Himes,” bookplate (11c)
Folder 178) Price list of documents authored by Charles F. Himes
Folder 178n) glass plate negative of above image

Magaw, Robert
Folder 179) “Return of troops…commanded by Col. Magaw,” Nov. 7, 1776

Mermaid
Folder 180) Book page on Greek architecture, Temple of the Winds, mermaid (2c)

Taney, Roger B.
Folder 181) Promissory Note; Issued by Dickinson College, signed by Roger B. Taney, Jan. 19, 1793
Folder 181n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 182) Promissory Note; Issued by Dickinson College, signed by Roger B. Taney, Jan. 19, 1793 (alternate view)
PC 2000.1 (cont.)

DOCUMENTS (cont.)

Taney, Roger B. (cont.)
Folder 183) Promissory Note; Issued by Dickinson College, signed by Roger B. Taney, Jan. 19, 1793 (enlargement of signature)
Folder 183n) glass plate negative of above image

Theological Seminary of the German Reformed Church
Folder 184) Charter for establishment of legal group based on “The Directors of the Theological Seminary of the German Reformed Church, part 1, Mar. 28, 1827
Folder 185) Charter for establishment of legal group based on “The Directors of the Theological Seminary of the German Reformed Church, part 2, Mar. 28, 1827 (2c)
Folder 186) Charter for establishment of legal group based on “The Directors of the Theological Seminary of the German Reformed Church, part 3, Mar. 28, 1827
Folder 187) Approval by Pennsylvania for the incorporation of the Directors of the Theological of the German Reformed Church of the United States, Mar. 28, 1827 (2c)

Thompson, William
Folder 188) Appointment to Brigadier General; signed by John Hancock, Mar. 1, 1776
Folder 189) Prisoner of war

Washington, George
Folder 190) Letter signed, p. 1 (2c)
Folder 191) Letter signed, p. 2 (3c)

Miscellaneous
Folder 192) License to dwell on site of land, Jan. 1736 (3c)
Folder 193) Letter by Conrad Weiser, Dec. 21, 1758 (2c)
Folder 194n) glass plate negative of Letter by Charles Nisbet to Board of Trustees, June 10, 1785
Folder 195) Kline’s Carlisle Weekly Gazette & Carlisle Gazette, Oct. 29, 1788; June 25, 1794; Feb. 2, 1803; Dec. 29, 1809
Folder 196) City Hall of Philadelphia & Dickinson College Lottery Ticket no. 5455, c1789 (2c)
Folder 196n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 197n) glass plate negative of Board of Trustees Minutes: Priestley apparatus purchase, p. 13, Dec. 17, 1811
Folder 198) Dickinson College Commencement Program, Sep. 30, 1813 (5c)
Folder 199) Cotillion party invitations, Feb. 28, 1818 (3c)
Folder 200) Phi Kappa Sigma, Epsilon chapter pledge to disband, Nov. 27, 1857 (3c)
Folder 201n) glass plate negative of Illustration from Harper’s Weekly, “The Rebels shelling the NY militia in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, July 25, 1863”
Folder 202) Poster for Photographic School at Mountain Lake Park, Maryland, Aug. 13, 1884
PC 2000.1 (cont.)

DOCUMENTS (cont.)
  Miscellaneous (cont.)
    Folder 203n)  glass plate negative of Children’s book illustration
    Folder 204n)  glass plate negative of Football game illustration
    Folder 205)    Letter by Richard Butler (2c)
    Folder 206)    YMCA Photography class membership ticket

ITEMS COLLECTED DURING TRAVELS
  Folder 207)    Cathedral in Anvers
  Folder 208)    Notre Dame gargoyle, c1905
  Folder 209n)   glass plate negative of Notre Dame gargoyle, c1905
  Folder 210)    Notre Dame gargoyle (2c)
  Folder 210n)   glass plate negative of above image
  Folder 211)    Notre Dame gargoyle
  Folder 211n)   glass plate negative of above image
  Folder 212)    Notre Dame gargoyle
  Folder 213)    Notre Dame gargoyle
  Folder 214)    Painting of Charles Dickens
  Folder 215)    Painting of Sir Walter Scott
  Folder 216)    Photograph of General Thomas Thumb and wife, c1864
  Folder 217)    Statue in tomb of Dante Alighieri
  Folder 218)    Statue of Leonardo DaVinci
  Folder 219)    Statue of Petro Paulo Rubens

OBJECTS
  Folder 220)    Chair (2c)
  Folder 221)    Color chart
  Folder 222)    Coin commemorating Luther, Martin
  Folder 223)    Coin commemorating Luther, Martin (reversed image)
  Folder 224)    Coin commemorating Washington, George
  Folder 225)    Coin commemorating Washington, George (image and reversed image)
  Folder 226)    Coin with unidentified man (2c)
  Folder 227)    Collage of Dickinson College paraphernalia
  Folder 228)    Dickinson College desktop with student carvings (4c)
  Folder 228n)   glass plate negative of above image
  Folder 229n)   glass plate negative of Dickinson College desktop with student carvings
  Folder 230)    Leaf
  Folder 231)    Leaf
  Folder 232)    Leaf
  Folder 233)    Leaf
  Folder 234)    Leaf
  Folder 235)    Leaf
  Folder 236)    Leaves
  Folder 237)    Leaves
PC 2000.1 (cont.)

OBJECTS (cont.)
Folder 238) Lithograph of Abraham Lincoln (2c)
Folder 239) Microscopic view of cat spine
Folder 240) Microscopic view of calf bone
Folder 241) Microscopic view of rabbit nerve
Folder 242) Microscopic view of human blood
Folder 243) Murillo lithograph (2c)
Folder 244n) film negative of Clay pitcher with inscription on front (2c)
Folder 245n) film negative of Clay pitcher with inscription on front (side view) (2c)
Folder 246n) film negative of Porcelain pitcher with painted scene (2c)
Folder 247) Etched portrait of Richard Butler
Folder 248) Profile of male statue
Folder 249) Sampler by Magdalen Lanius (2c)
Folder 250) Sampler pattern by Magdalen Lanius
Folder 251) Sampler by Elizabeth Hayes, Sep. 18, 1801
Folder 252) Sampler by Ann Blair, July 19, 1826 (2c)
Folder 253) Sculpture around column

PEOPLE
Dickinsonians
Folder 254) African-American janitors - Noah Pinkney, Robert Young, et al., with cart in front of East College - c1880
Folder 255) Professor Harman - 1895
Folder 256n) glass plate negative of Professor Harman - 1895
Folder 257n) glass plate negative of Professor Harman - 1895
Folder 258n) glass plate negative of James Henry Morgan - c1915 (2c)
Folder 258p) glass plate positive of James Henry Morgan - c1915 (2c)
Folder 259n) glass plate negative of framed Charles Nisbet portrait
Folder 260n) glass plate negative of framed Charles Nisbet portrait
Folder 261n) glass plate negative of framed Charles Nisbet portrait
Folder 262n) glass plate negative of unframed Charles Nisbet portrait
Folder 263n) glass plate negative of Benjamin Rush portrait
Folder 264n) glass plate negative of Benjamin Rush portrait
Folder 265n) glass plate negative of Benjamin Rush portrait

Himes Family
Folder 266) Silhouette of Grandma Denny
Folder 267) Himes family - c1860 (2c)
Folder 268) Himes family - c1860
Folder 269) Magdalen Lanius - c1870
Folder 270) Charles F. Himes - c1860
Folder 271) Charles F. Himes - c1870
Folder 272n) glass plate negative of Charles F. Himes with Mary E. Murray - c1890
Folder 273n) glass plate negative of Charles F. Himes - c1875
PC 2000.1 (cont.)

PEOPLE (cont.)

Himes Family (cont.)

Folder 274)  Himes w/group and various cameras - c1890
Folder 275)  Charles F. Himes - c1895
Folder 276)  Charles F. Himes, John Southgate Tucker, James David Watters; Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma 50th Anniversary - c1904
Folder 277n)  glass plate negative of Charles F. Himes, John Southgate Tucker, James David Watters; Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma 50th Anniversary - c1904
Folder 278n)  glass plate negative of Charles F. Himes, John Southgate Tucker, James David Watters; Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma 50th Anniversary - c1904
Folder 279n)  glass plate negative of Charles F. Himes, John Southgate Tucker, James David Watters; Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma 50th Anniversary - c1904
Folder 280n)  glass plate negative of Charles F. Himes, John Southgate Tucker, James David Watters; Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma 50th Anniversary - c1904
Folder 281)  Charles F. Himes, John Southgate Tucker, James David Watters; Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma 50th Anniversary - c1904
Folder 282)  Mr. & Mrs. John Southgate Tucker, Mr. & Mrs. James David Watters, and Mary E. Murray; Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma 50th Anniversary - c1904
Folder 283)  Mary E. Murray - c1860
Folder 284)  Mary E. Murray and Mary M. Himes on ship deck - c1872
Folder 285)  Mary M. Himes - c1870
Folder 286)  Mary M. Himes - c1870
Folder 287)  Mary M. Himes (tintype) - c1870
Folder 288)  Mary M. Himes - c1870
Folder 289)  Mary M. Himes - c1870 (2c)
Folder 290)  Mary M. Himes - Aug. 1877
Folder 291)  Class of 1887, 50th reunion - 1937
Folder 292)  Anna M. Himes - c1882 (2c)
Folder 293)  Mary M. and Anna M. Himes at 170 W. Louther St. - c1870
Folder 294)  Mary M. and Anna M. Himes with two unidentified women at 170 W. Louther St. - c1870
Folder 295)  Mary M. and Anna M. Himes seated on front steps of Tome Scientific Building - c1900
Folder 296)  Mary M. and Anna M. Himes in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1900
Folder 297)  Mary Vale - c1908
Folder 298)  Mary Vale duck hunting - c1930
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PEOPLE (cont.)

Himes Family (cont.)
Folder 299) Photo strip of Sarah Vale - c1912
Folder 300) Mary E. Murray - c1870
Folder 301) Sarah Vale - c1930
Folder 302) Sarah Vale - c1930
Folder 303) Mary and Sarah Vale at Christmas - 1908
Folder 304) Mary and Sarah Vale - c1910
Folder 305) Mary and Sarah Vale - c1912

Mt. Lake Park Groups
Folder 306) Mt. Lake Park (MD) students - c1890
Folder 307) Group at Mt. Lake Park, MD - c1890

Doubling Gap Groups
Folder 308) Students at Doubling Gap, PA - c1890
Folder 309) Students at Doubling Gap, PA - c1890 (3c)
Folder 310) Students at Doubling Gap, PA - c1895 (2c)
Folder 311) Students at Doubling Gap, PA - c1895 (2c)
Folder 312) Students at Doubling Gap, PA - c1895 (2c)
Folder 313) Students at Doubling Gap, PA - c1895 (2c)

Potomac Canoeists
Folder 314) Unidentified canoeist, “Stuck fast at Potato Island on south branch of Potomac” - Sep. 1897
Folder 315) Three unidentified men, “Nail Head Camp, on south branch of Potomac; canoeists ready for a nights rest” - July 4, 1897

Tome Scientific Building Groups
Folder 316) Female students in "dunce" caps in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1890
Folder 317) Female students in "dunce" caps in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1890 (4c)
Folder 318) Female students in "dunce" caps in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1890
Folder 318n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 319) Male students in caps and gowns in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895 (2c)
Folder 319n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 320n) glass plate negative of male students in caps and gowns in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895
Folder 321) Male students in caps and gowns in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895
Folder 321n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 322) Student group in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895 (4c)
Folder 323n) glass plate negative of Student group in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895
Folder 324n) glass plate negative of Student group in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895
PC 2000.1 (cont.)

PEOPLE (cont.)

Tome Scientific Building Groups (cont.)

Folder 325) Student group in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895
Folder 326) Student group in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895
Folder 327n) glass plate negative of Student group in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895
Folder 328n) glass plate negative of Student group in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895
Folder 329) Student group in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895
Folder 330n) glass plate negative of Student group in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895
Folder 331n) glass plate negative of Student group in front of Tome Scientific Building - c1895

Miscellaneous Individuals

Folder 332) Unidentified man by tree - c1870
Folder 333) Unidentified woman on porch - c1880
Folder 334) Unidentified woman
Folder 335) Unidentified woman
Folder 336) Unidentified woman
Folder 337) Unidentified woman
Folder 338) Unidentified woman in window of Bosler Hall - c1890
Folder 339) Unidentified African-American child
Folder 340n) glass plate negative of Unidentified boy
Folder 341) Unidentified man sitting
Folder 342n) film negative of Unidentified man
Folder 343n) film negative of Unidentified man
Folder 344) Unidentified man - c1870
Folder 345) Unidentified man - c1870 (2c)
Folder 346) Unidentified man - c1875
Folder 347n) film negative of Unidentified man on bicycle in front of Bosler Hall - c1890
Folder 348n) film negative of Unidentified man on bicycle in front of Bosler Hall - c1890
Folder 349n) film negative of Unidentified man on bicycle in front of Bosler Hall - c1890

Miscellaneous Groups

Folder 350) Group with horse and carriage - c1890
Folder 351n) glass plate negative of Beta Theta Pi: Messrs. Harvey, Honchliffe, Baker, Furst, and MacAlarney - 1893
Folder 352n) glass plate negative of Beta Theta Pi: Messrs. Harvey, Honchliffe, Baker, Furst, and MacAlarney - 1893
Folder 353) Two women sitting - c1860 (2c)
Folder 354n) film negative of Two women on John Dickinson Campus
Folder 355n) film negative of Group on John Dickinson Campus
PEOPLE (cont.)

Miscellaneous Groups (cont.)

Folder 356n) film negative of two girls and one man with bicycle
Folder 357) Two men in front of East College w/ bicycle - c1875
Folder 358n) glass plate negative of eight men on steps of West College - c1880
Folder 359) Group of men w/ science apparatus - c1880
Folder 360) Nine men on steps of West College - c1885
Folder 361) 21 men and 2 boys in front of West College - c1890 (2c)
Folder 362n) glass plate negative of 23 men in front of West College - c1890
Folder 363) Two men, one woman on West College steps - c1890 (3c)
Folder 364n) glass plate negative of group in field - c1890
Folder 365) Two men on West College lawn - c1890
Folder 366n) glass plate negative of group in classroom - c1890
Folder 367) Group in classroom - c1890 (2c)
Folder 368) Group in classroom - c1890
Folder 369n) glass plate negative of group on porch
Folder 370n) film negative of woman with two children
Folder 371n) film negative of two women
Folder 372n) glass plate negative of two men in dorm room - c1890
Folder 373n) glass plate negative of two men w/statue in front of William
    Boyd Murray’s house - c1890 (2c)
Folder 374) 25 men next to West College and in front of Bosler Hall -
    c1895 (4c)
Folder 374n) glass plate negative of above image
Folder 375) Men with instruments in front of East College - c1895
Folder 376) Group with horse and cart - c1895
Folder 377) Collage of man, woman, and three children

PLACES

Carlisle, Pennsylvania

Folder 378) African Methodist Episcopal Church - 1906
Folder 379) African Methodist Episcopal Church - 1906
Folder 380) African Methodist Episcopal Church - 1906
Folder 381n) glass plate negative of Carlisle, painting of by Edouard
    Charles Victurnien Colbert, Comte de Maulevrier from
    Voyage dans l’Interior des Etats-unis. Baltimore 1933
Folder 382n) glass plate negative of Carlisle, painting of by Edouard
    Charles Victurnien Colbert, Comte de Maulevrier from
    Voyage dans l’Interior des Etats-unis. Baltimore 1933
Folder 383) Denny house - c1895
Folder 384) Denny house
Folder 385) Elephants marching past East College (3c)
Folder 386) William Boyd Murray’s home, Theta Chi Fraternity: High St.
    between West & College Sts.
PC 2000.1 (cont.)

PLACES (cont.)
Carlisle, Pennsylvania (cont.)
Folder 387) Rooftop view w/West College in background
Folder 388) film negative of Town Intersection
Folder 389) W. Louther St.
Folder 390) film negative of W. Louther St.
Folder 391) film negative of W. Louther St.
Folder 392) Unidentified view

Giessen, Germany
Folder 393) View from Gasthof zum Einhorn window - 1890
Folder 394) View from Gasthof zum Einhorn window - 1890
Folder 395) View from Gasthof zum Einhorn window
Folder 396) View from Gasthof zum Einhorn window
Folder 397) Selters Thor decorated - 1890
Folder 398) Selters Thor decorated - 1890
Folder 399) Street looking South from Kreüz (3c)
Folder 400) Market place and school children - 1890
Folder 401) Market - 1890
Folder 402) Peasants at market - 1890
Folder 403) Peasants at market - 1890
Folder 404) Peasants at market - 1890
Folder 405) Peasants at market - 1890
Folder 406) Wittesche Apotheke - 1890
Folder 407) Kreüz - 1890
Folder 408) Schulstrasse looking toward Watch Tower -1890
Folder 409) Schulstrasse looking toward Watch Tower - 1890
Folder 410) Schulstrasse looking toward Watch Tower - 1890
Folder 411) Heidenthurm and stork’s nest from Schulstrasse - 1890
Folder 412) Street scene - 1890
Folder 413) Three school children - 1890
Folder 414) Street; porter and girls - 1890
Folder 415) Cows and wagon (2) - 1890 (2c)
Folder 416) Cows and wagon (3) - 1890
Folder 417) Cows and wagon (5) - 1890
Folder 418) Horse and cart in street - 1890
Folder 419) Liebeg Monument; Charles F. and Anna Himes in group - 1890
Folder 420) View from Gasthof zum Einhorn window
Folder 421) Herr Einhorn, “Little Kellner,” and Anna Himes - 1890
Folder 422) “Teutonia” Corps celebrating 50th anniversary - 1890
Folder 423) Porcelain stove and luggage in Gasthof zum Einhorn - 1890
Folder 424) Family - c1885
Folder 425) Magdalen College, Oxford, England
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PLACES (cont.)

Gleiburg, Germany
Folder 426) Peasant coming from Gleiburg - 1890
Folder 427) Gate to Gleiburg, peasants entering - 1890
Folder 428) Street in Gleiburg - 1890
Folder 429) Arch to wine cellar, Gleiburg Castle - Fetzberg in the distance - 1890
Folder 430) View from top of Dungeon, vertically downward, Gleiburg Castle - 1890
Folder 431) From Gleiburg Castle, Giessen in the distance - 1890
"Margareta" (Lower Windsor Township, York County, Pennsylvania)
Folder 432) View of farmhouse and fields
Folder 433) View of farmhouse, barns and other buildings on property

Miscellaneous United States Views
Folder 434n) glass plate negative of eclipse of the sun in Iowa
Folder 435) Beach scene
Folder 436) Unidentified house
Folder 437p) glass plate positive of Unidentified house
Folder 438) Unidentified town
Folder 439) Unidentified town (2c)
Folder 440) Cumberland, Maryland; canal boat
Folder 441) Statue in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania (2c)
Folder 442) New Oxford square - c1860
Folder 443) Washington house (2c)

Miscellaneous Views
Folder 444) Mainz, Germany - c1890
Folder 445) English Beefeaters
Folder 446) Italian town
Folder 447) Unidentified town (2c)
Folder 448) Unidentified bridge
Folder 449) Wrightsville bridge
Folder 450) Unidentified bridge
Folder 451) Statue in cemetery
Folder 452) Stone rotunda
Folder 453) Crow’s nest, S. S. Waesland
Folder 454) Ship deck with passengers
Folder 455) Captain Grant, S. S. Waesland
Folder 456) Over the side, S. S. Noorland
Folder 457) River scene (2c)
Folder 458) River scene
PUBLICATIONS

“Blue Print Manual for Amateurs”
Folder 459) Cover (8c)
Folder 460) Page 1 (4c)
Folder 461) Page 2 (2c)
Folder 462) Page 3 (7c)
Folder 463) Page 4 (3c)
Folder 464) Completed Manual

Early History of the Presbyterian Church, Carlisle, Pa. by Joseph A. Murray, 1883
Folder 465) Table of Contents (5c)
Folder 466) Photographic Facsimiles page 1 (3c)
Folder 467) Photographic Facsimiles page 2 (3c)
Folder 468) Plan of Carlisle, Pa., 1764: Plan (3c)
Folder 469) Plan of Carlisle, Pa., 1764: List of Names on lots
Folder 470) First contract for Old Stone Meeting House, 1769:
Endorsement on (5c)
Folder 471) First contract for Old Stone Meeting House, 1769: First page (6c)
Folder 472) First contract for Old Stone Meeting House, 1769: Second page,
with signatures (7c)
Folder 473) Second contract for Old Stone Meeting House, 1771:
Endorsement on (3c)
Folder 474) Second contract for Old Stone Meeting House, 1771:
First page (2c)
Folder 475) Second contract for Old Stone Meeting House, 1771:
Second page, with signatures (2c)
Folder 476) Proposed Terms of Union, c1785: Endorsement on (5c)
Folder 477) Proposed Terms of Union, c1785: Proposed terms of union (6c)
Folder 478) Terms of Union Agreed to, 1786: Endorsement on (7c)
Folder 479) Terms of Union Agreed to, 1786: Terms of union agreed to (2c)
Folder 480) List of Pew holders on the Gallery, 1786: Endorsement on
Folder 481) List of Pew holders on the Gallery, 1786: First page (2c)
Folder 482) List of Pew holders on the Gallery, 1786: Second page (6c)
Folder 483) Finishing the Church, 1787: Endorsement on
Folder 484) Finishing the Church, 1787: Subscription for (3c)
Folder 485) Subscription for Finishing the Pulpit, 1787: First page,
Subscription & signatures (4c)
Folder 486) Subscription for Finishing the Pulpit, 1787: Second page,
signatures (8c)
Folder 487) Subscription for Stoves, 1790: Endorsement on
Folder 488) Subscription for Stoves, 1790: Subscription with signatures (3c)
Folder 489) Subscription for Chandelier, 1794: Endorsements on
Folder 490) Subscription for Chandelier, 1794: Endorsements on (4c)
Folder 491) Subscription for Chandelier, 1794: Subscription with signatures (3c)
Folder 492) Subscription for Ornaments of the Pulpit, 1794: Endorsement on
PUBLICATIONS (cont.)

Early History of the Presbyterian Church, Carlisle, Pa. by Joseph A. Murray, 1883
Folder 493) Agreement for Sale of Duffield Lot, 1792: Endorsement on (7c)
Folder 494) Agreement for Sale of Duffield Lot, 1792: Agreement with signatures (2c)
Folder 495) Consideration of Sale of the Globe, etc.: Second & Third pages (6c)
Folder 496) Consideration of Sale of the Globe, etc.: First & Fourth pages (5c)
Folder 497) First contract for Old Stone Meeting House, 1769:
   Endorsement on (2c)
   Second contract for Old Stone Meeting House, 1771:
   Endorsement on

“Physical Laboratory Manual”
Folder 498) Instructions to students working in Physical Laboratory
Folder 499) Instructions to students working in Physical Laboratory (2c)

A Sketch of Dickinson College by Charles F. Himes
Folder 500n) glass plate negative of Emory Hall/South College

This collection was collectively processed by the students of History 305 during the Spring semester 2000, named as follows: Andrew Averill, Laura Dettloff, LeAnn Fawver, Carolyn Fenton, Mark Fifer, Christine Line, Maureen McIlhaney, Robert Reeves, Erika White, and Regan Winn. Robert Reeves is responsible for the final editing of the collection register in August 2000.